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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we prove smoothing properties for nonlinear dispersive
equations in two spatial dimensions. We consider equations of the follow-
ing two general types. First, we consider the semilinear equation,
ut+auxxx+buxxy+cuxyy+duyyy+f(D2u, Du, u, x, y, t)=0
u(x, y, 0)=f(x, y),
(1.1)
where a, b, c, d are assumed constant. We then present results for the fully
nonlinear equation,
ut+f(D3u, D2u, Du, u, x, y, t)=0
u(x, y, 0)=f(x, y).
(1.2)
We prove sufficient conditions on equations of type (1.1) and (1.2) for
which a solution u will experience an infinite gain in regularity. Specifically,
we prove conditons on (1.1) and (1.2) for which initial data f possessing
sufficient decay at infinity and a minimal amount of regularity will lead to
a unique solution u(t) ¥ C.(R2) for 0 < t < Tg where Tg is the existence
time of the solution. In particular, we show that singularities in the initial
data instantly disappear.
A number of results have appeared regarding smoothing properties of
nonlinear dispersive equations. Cohen [2] considered the KdV equation,
showing that ‘‘box-shaped’’ initial data f ¥ L2(R) with compact support
lead to a solution u(t) which is smooth for t > 0. Using different methods,
Kato [10] generalized this result, showing that if the initial data f are in
L2((1+esx) dx), then the unique solution u(t) ¥ C.(R) for t > 0. Kruzhkov
and Faminskii [12] replaced the exponential weight function with a poly-
nomial weight function, quantifying the gain in regularity of the solution in
terms of the decay at infinity of the initial data. In a separate sequence of
articles, Hayashi et al. [7–9] proved similar types of smoothing proper-
ties for certain nonlinear Schrodinger equations. Other gain in regularity
results for linear and nonlinear dispersive equations include the works of
Constantin and Saut [3], Ponce [14], Ginibre and Velo [6], and Kenig
et al. [11]. In [4], Craig and Goodman considered an equation in
which the dispersive term has a variable coefficient. They proved infinite
smoothing results for equations of the form ut+a(x, t) uxxx=0 which
satisfy a(x, t) \ c > 0. Craig et al. [5] generalized this idea to fully non-
linear equations of KdV-type in one spatial dimension of the form ut+
f(uxxx, ...)=0. In particular, their main assumption on the dispersive term
is that fuxxx \ c > 0. Under this condition, they classified a set of equations
for which initial data with minimal regularity and sufficient decay as
xQ+. lead to a solution u(t) ¥ C.(R) for t > 0. Here we consider infinite
gain in regularity results for nonlinear third-order equations in more than
one spatial dimension.
We note that while [3, 11] include local smoothing results for some
mth-order dispersive equations in n spatial dimensions, their results and
techniques are different from those presented here. First, they consider
equations with only mild nonlinearities. Here, we consider equations with
very general nonlinearities including a fully nonlinear equation of the form
(1.2). Second, their results indicate local gains in finite regularity. Here, we
prove complementary results, showing the relationship between the decay
at infinity of the initial data and the amount of gain in regularity. More
specifically, we prove conditions under which an equation of form (1.1) or
(1.2) will have a vector (r, s) such that initial data decaying appropriately
as rx+syQ+. leads to a solution u(t) ¥ C.(R2). We remark that even
with no additional decay assumption on the initial data as rx+syQ+.,
the method used here proves local gains in finite regularity for initial data
in H s(R2) (for an appropriate value of s). Thus, the results here comple-
ment, and in the sense of allowing more general nonlinearities, generalize
some of the local finite gain in regularity results in [3, 11].
In studying propagation of singularities, it is natural to consider the
bicharacteristics associated with the differential operator. For the KdV
equation, it is known that the bicharacteristics all point to the left for t > 0,
and thus all singularities travel in that direction. Kato [10] makes use of
this uniform dispersion, choosing a nonsymmetric weight function decaying
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as xQ −. and growing as xQ+. to prove the infinite gain in
regularity. In [5], Craig et al. also make use of a unidirectional propaga-
tion of singularities in their results on infinite smoothing properties for
generalized KdV-type equations for which fuxxx \ c > 0.
For the two-dimensional case, we are interested in classifying equations
for which similar gains in regularity hold. Generically, an equation of the
form (1.1) or (1.2), may have bicharacteristics pointing in any direction in
R2 for t > 0. In [13], the author studies the KP-II equation, a two-dimen-
sional analogue of the KdV equation, showing that although singularities
travel along bicharacteristics throughout the open left-half plane, it suffices
to choose a weight function depending only on x and not on y. More spe-
cifically, she shows that for initial data in a certain Sobolev space with suf-
ficient decay as xQ+., there exists a unique solution u(t) ¥ C.(R2) for
0 < t < T where T is the existence time of the solution. In particular, no
extra assumption is made on the decay of the initial data in the y direction.
Here we extend this type of result to a large class of nonlinear dispersive
equations in two spatial dimensions. In particular, our main assumption on
the dispersive nature of the equation is that the bicharacteristics all point
into some half-plane {(x, y) : rx+sy < 0} for t > 0. Under this assumption
and an additional assumption on the parabolic terms, we are able to show
that for initial data decaying appropriately as rx+syQ+. and with a
minimal amount of regularity, the solution u(t) is infinitely differentiable
for t > 0. In particular, although singularities may travel in a range of
directions, we are able to choose a weight function depending only on
rx+sy, one spatial variable.
In consideration of the above comments, we will look at dispersive
equations (1.1) and (1.2) satisfying the following main assumptions.
Main Assumptions. (i) The homogeneous polynomial
ps(w1, w2) — −(aw31+bw21w2+cw1w22+dw32) (1.3)
associated with the leading-order symbol for (1.1) has exactly one real root
and two non-real roots. By this, we mean that there exist real constants
k1, ..., k5 such that
ps(w1, w2)=(k1w1+k2w2)(k3w
2
1+k4w1w2+k5w
2
2), (1.4)
where the quadratic form
k3w
2
1+k4w1w2+k5w
2
2
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is positive definite. As will be detailed later, this assumption forces the
bicharacteristics associated with (1.1) to point into one half-plane for t > 0.
In particular, this assumption implies that for ps there exists a vector
(r, s) ¥ R2 such that Nps(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0) ¥ R2.
Similarly, we assume the symbol associated with (1.2),
pn(w1, w2) — −(fuxxxw
3
1+fuxxyw
2
1w2+fuxyyw1w
2
2+fuyyyw
3
2), (1.5)
has exactly one real root and two non-real roots for each value of x, y, t, u
and its derivatives. As described above and will be proven in Section 2, this
assumption implies there exists a vector (r, s), which may depend on
x, y, t, u and its derivatives, for which Npn · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ]
(0, 0). As will be described later (see Section 6), we further assume that a
vector (r, s) may be chosen independent of x, y, t and u and its derivatives
for which Npn · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0), thus allowing us to find a
half-plane {(x, y): rx+sy < 0} into which all bicharacteristics point for
t > 0.
(ii) The nonlinearity f associated with each of these equations
satisfies
fuxx , fuyy [ 0
(fuxy )
2−4fuxxfuyy [ 0.
(1.6)
This assumption prevents a backwards parabolic term from overpowering
the dispersive effects.
Remark. It may be possible to weaken this second assumption; see [1].
For our purposes, however, we will focus on the smoothing effects of the
dispersive terms, and, thus not look at weakening this assumption.
As will be proven later, these assumptions, along with two minor, tech-
nical assumptions on the nonlinearity f, allow us to prove a smoothing
effect for (1.1) and (1.2).
Remark. We refer the reader to the Zakharov–Kuznetsov equation
[15], a model for the nonlinear evolution of ion-acoustic waves in a mag-
netized plasma, as an example of an equation satisfying the above assump-
tions and thus the necessary hypotheses for the gain of regularity theorems
presented in this paper.
We now state a special case of one of our main theorems.
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Gain of Regularity for the Semilinear Equation. Consider an
equation of form (1.1). Assume the polynomial ps(w1, w2) defined in (1.3)
has exactly one real root and two non-real roots and that the nonlinearity f
satisfies (1.6). Let u be a solution of (1.1) in R2×[0, T] such that for all
integers L \ 1,
sup
0 [ t [ T
F
R
2
(1+(rx+sy)+)L C
|a| [ 6
(“au)2 dx dy <+., (1.7)
where (r, s) satisfies Nps · (r, s) < 0 and z+—max{0, z}. Then our solution
u(t) ¥ C.(R2) for 0 < t [ T.
Remarks. (1) As will be shown later, the assumption that
sup
0 [ t [ T
F
R
2
(1+(rx+sy)+)L C
|a| [ 6
(“au)2 dx dy <+.
for all integers L \ 1 may be reduced to assuming this property holds for
some integer L \ 1. The smoothing phenomenon will still occur, but the
amount of smoothing will depend on the size of L, thereby showing the
relationship between the decay at infinity of the initial data and the gain in
regularity of the solution.
(2) As will be shown in Sections 4 and 5, (1.7) holds under natural
assumptions on the initial data. More specifically, for initial data f satisfy-
ing (1.7), there exists a solution u satisfying (1.7) for a time T depending
only on ||f||H6(R 2).
(3) The amount of regularity assumed on the solution u may be
reduced for equations of type (1.1) with mild nonlinearities. In particular,
the H6 assumption may be weakened.
(4) As mentioned above, we will prove some results for the fully
nonlinear Eq. (1.2) as well (see Sections 6–8). These results are similar to
the one stated above for the semilinear Eq. (1.1), but the polynomial weight
function is replaced by an exponential weight function.
We will state the gain of regularity result for (1.1) in its full generality in
Section 3. Here we provide some ideas of the proof. The technique uses an
inductive argument combined with a priori estimates. On each level b of the
induction, we take a derivatives of (1.1) where |a|=b, multiply the
differentiated equation by 2tb(“au) where tb is a weight function to be
specified later, and integrate over R2. Upon doing so, our identity becomes
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“t F t(“au)2+F (3atx+bty)(“aux)2+F (2btx+2cty)(“aux)(“auy)
+F (ctx+3 dty)(“auy)2
−F 2t{fuxx (“aux)2+fuxy (“aux)(“auy)+fuyy (“auy)2}
+F G(“au)2+F 2t(“au) R1+F 2t(“au) R2=0, (1.8)
where t=tb,
G={“xx[tfuxx]+“xy[tfuxy]+“yy[tfuyy]}
−{tt+atxxx+btxxy+ctxyy+dtyyy}, (1.9)
the terms in R1 are of order b+1, namely
R1 — {a1 “x[fuxx](“ (a1 −1, a2)uxx)+· · ·+a2“y[fuyy](“ (a1, a2 −1)uyy)}
+fux (“aux)+fuy (“auy) (1.10)
and all the terms in R2 are of order c [ b. By Assumption (i), there exists a
vector (r, s) such that Nps(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 and u satisfies (1.7) for this
choice of (r, s) and all integers L \ 1. Consequently, by choosing a smooth
weight function t, such that t % (rx+sy) l for some integer l \ 1 as
rx+syQ+. and t % es(rx+sy) for s > 0 arbitrary as rx+syQ −., we can
show there exist constants K1, K2 > 0 giving us the following bound,
K1 F g(“aux)2+K2 F g(“auy)2
[ F (3atx+bty)(“aux)2+F (2btx+2cty)(“aux)(“auy)
+F (ctx+3dty)(“auy)2, (1.11)
where g=tz for z=rx+sy. In addition, by assumption (1.6) on the
nonlinear term f, the fifth integral in (1.8) is non-negative. Therefore,
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integrating with respect to t from t=0 to t=T, we arrive at the following
inequality,
F t( · , T)(“au)2+K1 F
T
0
F g(“aux)2+K2 F
T
0
F g(“auy)2
[ F t( · , 0)(“af)2+:FT
0
F G(“au)2:
+:FT
0
F 2t(“au) R1 :+:FT
0
F 2t(“au) R2 :. (1.12)
By choosing t such that t( · , 0)=0, we can eliminate the first term on the
right-hand side. By using our inductive hypothesis, we are able to prove a
priori bounds on the other terms on the right-hand side of (1.12) depending
only on weighted L2 norms of (“au). Consequently, we are able to prove a
priori bounds on the terms on the left-hand side, namely the weighted L2
norms of (“aux) and (“auy), a gain in regularity! If (1.7) holds for all
integers L \ 1, we can show this inductive argument holds for all b \ 0,
and, thus, u(t) ¥ C.(R2) for 0 < t [ T. As will be proven in this paper, if
(1.7) holds for some integer L \ 1, the inductive argument will hold for
b [ L+6, thus, quantifying the relationship between the decay at infinity
of the initial data and the gain in regularity of the solution.
We now provide an overview of this paper. In Section 2 we consider the
semilinear Eq. (1.1). We prove necessary and sufficient conditions on the
coefficients to ensure all bicharacteristics point into some half-plane. In
particular, we prove that if the polynomial ps(w1, w2) associated with (1.1)
has exactly one real root and two non-real roots, then all bicharacteristics
for t > 0 point into a half-plane, {(x, y) : rx+sy < 0 where Nps(w1, w2) ·
(r, s) < 0 -(w1, w2) ] (0, 0) ¥ R2}. This lemma will lead to our choice of
weight function t(rx+sy, t). Also in Section 2, we describe the notation to
be used for the semilinear case as well as the assumptions made on our
nonlinearity f.
We divide the analysis of the semilinear equation into three parts. In
Section 3 we state our main results on the gain of regularity for the semi-
linear Eq. (1.1) and prove the a priori estimates used in the main theorem.
We provide an outline of the proof on the gain of regularity, but defer the
formal proof until the end of Section 5 after proving the necessary
theorems and lemmas.
In Section 4 we prove the local existence and uniqueness results for
(1.1) used in the gain of regularity result in Section 3. Specifically, we show
that for initial data f ¥HN(R2), N \ 6, there exists a unique solution
u ¥ L.([0, T]; HN(R2)) where the time of existence T depends only on the
norm of f ¥H6(R2).
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Finally in Section 5 we show that solutions u to (1.1) also satisfy a per-
sistence property. Specifically, we prove that if the initial data f lies in a
certain weighted Sobolev space, then the unique solution u of the semili-
near Eq. (1.1) lies in the same weighted Sobolev space. At the conclusion of
Section 5, we give a formal proof of our gain in regularity theorem for the
semilinear Eq. (1.1).
In Section 6 we study the regularity properties for the fully nonlinear
Eq. (1.2). As we will discuss, we are not able to use the same type of weight
function as we did in the semilinear case. Instead of using a polynomial
weight function, we use an exponential weight function. In Section 6, we
introduce the notation and assumptions for the fully nonlinear equation
and discuss the differences in the results and proofs between the semilinear
and fully nonlinear equations.
In Section 7, we state and prove our main results concerning the gain of
regularity for solutions to the fully nonlinear Eq. (1.2), including the main
estimates for the remainder terms.
Finally, in Section 8, we prove existence and uniqueness results for
certain equations of type (1.2). For these equations, we show that for initial
data f in a particular weighted Sobolev space, there exists a unique solu-
tion u in the same weighted Sobolev space.
2. THE SEMILINEAR EQUATION
We consider the semilinear equation
ut+auxxx+buxxy+cuxyy+duyyy+f(D2u, Du, u, x, y, t)=0
u(x, y, 0)=f(x, y),
(2.1)
where a, b, c, d are constant. We make the following assumptions on (2.1).
Assumptions. (A1) The homogeneous polynomial
ps(w1, w2) — −(aw31+bw21w2+cw1w22+dw32) (2.2)
associated with the leading-order symbol has one real root and two non-
real roots. Under this assumption, we will show in Lemma 2.1 below that
there exists a direction (r, s) such that Nps(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all
(w1, w2) ] (0, 0). This implies there exists a half plane {(x, y): rx+sy < 0}
such that all bicharacteristics point into that half-plane for t > 0.
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(A2) The nonlinear term f: R8×[0, T]Q R is C. and satisfies
fuxx , fuyy [ 0
f2uxy [ 4fuxxfuyy .
This prevents the existence of a backwards parabolic term.
(A3) All the derivatives of f(w, x, y, t) are bounded for (x, y) ¥ R2,
for t ¥ [0, T] and w in a bounded set.
(A4) xNyM“ ix “ jy f(0, x, y, t) is bounded for all N, M \ 0, i, j \ 0,
and (x, y) ¥ R2, t ¥ (0, T].
These assumptions imply that f has the form
f=uxxg5+uxyg4+uyyg3+uxg2+uyg1+ug0+h, (2.3)
where we define the gj as
g5=3[f(uxx, uxy, ...)−f(0, uxy, ...)]/uxx for uxx ] 0“uxxf(0, uxy, ...) for uxx=0, (2.4)
g4=3[f(0, uxy, uyy...)−f(0, 0, uyy...)]/uxy for uxy ] 0“uxyf(0, uxy, ...) for uxy=0, (2.5)
and similarly for g3, g2, ..., h. Assumption (A2) implies that
g24−4g5g3 [ 0. (2.6)
Assumption (A3) implies that g5, g4, ..., h are C. and each of their deriva-
tives is bounded for w bounded, (x, y) ¥ R2 and t ¥ [0, T].
Under these assumptions, we claim there exists a direction (r, s) such
that any singularities in the initial data will propagate into the half-plane
{(x, y): rx+sy < 0} at infinite speed and instantly disappear. Conse-
quently, we will choose our weight function depending only on rx+sy
and t.
Now we show that if ps satisfies assumption (A1) above, there is a direc-
tion (r, s) such that Nps(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0). We will
use this fact in our choice of weight function.
Lemma 2.1. Consider the third degree homogeneous polynomial
q(w1, w2)=−(aw
3
1+bw
2
1w2+cw1w
2
2+dw
3
2). (2.7)
The polynomial q(w1, w2) has one real root and two non-real roots if and
only if there exists a direction (r, s) such that Nq · (r, s) < 0 for (w1, w2) ]
(0, 0).
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Proof. First, we prove the forward implication. Assume q has exactly
one real root and two non-real roots. Without loss of generality, we may
assume
q(w1, w2)=−w1(aw
2
1+bw1w2+cw
2
2), (2.8)
where aw21+bw1w2+cw
2
2 has non-real roots, and, therefore, b
2−4ac < 0.
Therefore,
(bc)2−4(b2−3ac)(c2)=−3c2(b2−4ac) > 0,
and there exists a vector (r, s) such that
4{(b2−3ac) r2+bcrs+c2s2} < 0.
For this choice of (r, s),
(2br+2cs)2−4(cr)(3ar+bs)=4{(b2−3ac) r2+bcrs+c2s2} < 0.
This implies that for this choice of (r, s) the polynomial
Nq · (r, s)=−(3ar+bs) w21−(2br+2cs) w1w2−(cr) w
2
2 < 0
for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0).
Next, we prove the reverse implication. Suppose q does not have one real
root and two non-real roots. Then in particular, q has three (not necessarily
distinct) real roots. Therefore, q can be written as
q=−K(w1+aw2)(w1+bw2)(w1+cw2).
Let (r, s) be the vector such that Nq · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0). This
implies
−K[3r+(a+b+c) s] w21+[2(a+b+c) r+2(ac+bc+ab) s] w1w2
+[(ac+bc+ab) r+3abcs] w22 < 0
for (w1, w2) ] (0, 0). Consequently,
[2(a+b+c) r+2(ac+bc+ab) s]2
−4[3r+(a+b+c) s][(ac+bc+ab) r+3abcs] < 0.
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Therefore,
[(a+b+c)2−3(ac+bc+ab)] r2+[(a+b+c)(ac+bc+ab)−9abc] rs
+[(ac+bc+ab)2−3abc(ac+bc+ab)] s2 < 0.
In particular, this requires that
(a+b+c)2−3(ac+bc+ab) < 0.
However,
(a+b+c)2−3(ac+bc+ab)=12 (a−b)
2+12 (a−c)
2+12 (b−c)
2 \ 0.
Therefore, we have a contradiction! Consequently, q must have one real
root and two non-real roots. L
Choice of Weight Function. As described in the Introduction, we will be
using non-symmetric weight functions. Specifically, we will use weight
functions t which behave roughly like powers of rx+sy for rx+sy > 1 and
decay exponentially for rx+sy < −1, where (r, s) is a fixed vector satisfy-
ing Nps(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0). For each step of the
induction, we will decrease our weight function by one power of rx+sy,
showing the relationship between the regularity of the solution and the
decay at infinity of the initial data. With these ideas in mind, we define our
weight classes as follows. We say that a positive C. function t belongs to
the weight class W r, ss, i, k , where s \ 0, k \ 0, if t(rx+sy, t) satisfies the
following:
0 < c1 [ t−ke−s(rx+sy)t(rx+sy, t) [ c2 for rx+sy < −1
0 < c1 [ t−k(rx+sy)−i t(rx+sy, t) [ c2 for rx+sy > 1
(t |“tt|+|“ jxt|+|“ jyt|)/t [ c3 in R2×[0, T] for all j.
Thus t looks like tk as tQ 0, like (rx+sy) i as rx+syQ+. and like
es(rx+sy) as rx+syQ −..
In what follows, we will be fixing values r, s such that
Nps(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for (w1, w2) ] (0, 0). Consequently, we will drop the
superscript notation and let
Ws, i, k —W r, ss, i, k ,
for r, s fixed.
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Notation. We introduce the following notation for our weighted
Sobolev spaces. Let Hb(Ws, i, k) be the space of functions with finite norm
||f||2Hb(Ws, i, k)=F C
|a| [ b
(“af)2 |t(rx+sy, t)| dx dy (2.9)
for any t ¥Ws, i, k, b \ 0, and 0 [ t [ T. We note that although this norm
depends on t, all choices of t in this class lead to equivalent norms. With
the same notation, let Lp(Hb(Ws, i, k)) be the space of functions with finite
norm
||f||pLp(Hb(Ws, i, k))=F
T
0
3F C
|a| [ b
(“af)2 |t(rx+sy, t)| dx dy4 p2 dt (2.10)
for b \ 0, where t ¥Ws, i, k. In addition, we define the following spaces,
W¯s, i, k=0
j < i
Ws, j, k
Lp(Hb(W¯s, i, k))=0
j < i
Lp(Hb(Ws, j, k)).
The spaces W¯s, i, k will only be used for i=−1.
3. GAIN OF REGULARITY
In this section, we state our main theorem, Theorem 3.1, on the gain of
regularity for the semilinear Eq. (2.1), satisfying Assumptions (A1)–(A4).
Specifically, if our solution u has sufficient decay at infinity and a minimal
amount of regularity, then we will show that our solution u is in fact
smoother than its initial data. As stated in the Introduction, the proof relies
on a priori estimates on smooth solutions as well as an existence theorem
and a ‘‘persistence’’ property of the initial data. Consequently, we will
structure Sections 3–5 as follows. After the statement of our main theorem,
we will provide an outline of the proof. Subsequently, we will prove the
main a priori estimates in Lemma 3.2. The existence and uniqueness
theorems will be stated and proved in Section 4 while the ‘‘persistence’’
property will be handled in Section 5. After providing these pieces, we will
prove Theorem 3.1 at the end of Section 5.
We now state our main theorem on the gain of regularity for (2.1).
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Theorem 3.1. Assume Eq. (2.1) satisfies (A1)–(A4). Let T > 0 and
let u be the solution of (2.1) in the region R2×[0, T] such that u ¥
L.(H6(Wr, s0, L, 0)) for some integerL \ 1 and some (r, s) satisfyingNps(w1, w2) ·
(r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0). Then
u ¥ L.(H6+l(Wr, ss, L−l, l)) 5 L2(H7+l(W r, ss, L−l−1, l)) (3.1)
for all s > 0, 0 [ l [ L, whereW r, ss,−1, L is replaced by W¯ r, ss,−1, L .
In what follows, we assume r, s to be fixed and thus drop the superscript
notation. In particular, we let
Ws, i, k —W r, ss, i, k ,
where r, s satisfy the assumption in the statement of Theorem 3.1.
As stated above, we will defer the proof of Theorem 3.1 until the end of
Section 5. Consequently, here we provide an outline of the pieces we will
need.
Outline of Proof. We begin by approximating our initial data f by a
sequence {f (n)} of smooth functions. In Section 4 we show that for each
smooth f (n) there exists a smooth solution u (n). In Section 5, we show that if
our initial data f (n) also lies in a weighted Sobolev space, then our solution
u (n) lies in the same weighted Sobolev space. Combining the results of
Sections 4 and 5, we prove that
u (n) ¥ L.(H6(W0, L, 0)) 5 L2(H7(Ws, L−1, 0)) (3.2)
with a bound that depends only on the norm of f (n) ¥H6(W0, L, 0).
We then use an inductive argument, beginning with b=7. In particular,
for all a such that |a|=7, we use the following a priori estimate, which will
be proven in Lemma 3.2 below, on smooth solutions u (n),
sup
0 [ t [ T
F t(“au (n))2+F t
0
F g(“au (n)x )2+F
t
0
F g(“au (n)y )2 [ C, (3.3)
where C depends only on the norm of u (n) in
L.(H6(W0, L, 0)) 5 L2(H7(Ws, L−1, 0)). (3.4)
As stated above, however, this norm is bounded by the norm of f (n) ¥
H6(W0, L, 0). Therefore, we conclude
u (n) ¥ L.(H7(Ws, L−1, 1)) 5 L2(H8(Ws, L−2, 1)). (3.5)
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The proof is continued inductively and completed by a convergence
argument.
We now provide a proof of the a priori estimates described above.
Lemma 3.2 (Main Estimates). For u, a solution of (2.1), sufficiently
smooth and with sufficient decay at infinity,
sup
0 [ t [ T
F tb(“au)2+F
T
0
F gb(“aux)2+F
T
0
F gb(“auy)2 [ C (3.6)
for 7 [ b [ L+6, where |a|=b, tb ¥Ws, L−b+6, b−6, gb ¥Ws, L−b+5, b−6, where
C depends only on the norms of u in
L.(Hc(Ws, L− c+6, c−6)) 5 L2(Hc+1(Ws, L− c+5, c−6)) (3.7)
for 6 [ c [ b−1 and on the norm of u in L.(H6(W0, L, 0)).
The idea of the proof is described in the Introduction. In particular,
for each b \ 7, we take a derivatives of (2.1), multiply the differentiated
equation by 2tb(“au) where
tb — F
rx+sy
−.
gb(z, t) dz for gb ¥Ws, L−b+5, b−6 (3.8)
and integrate over R2×[0, t] for 0 < t [ T. By Assumptions (A1) and (A2)
on Eq. (2.1) and the choice of weight function, we arrive at the following
inequality,
F t( · , t)(“au)2+K1 F
t
0
F g(“aux)2+K2 F
t
0
F g(“auy)2
[ F t( · , 0)(“af)2+:F t
0
F G(“au)2:
+:F t
0
F 2t(“au) R1 :+:F t
0
F 2t(“au) R2 : (3.9)
for some constants K1, K2 > 0, where |a|=b, t=tb, G is given in (1.9), R1
is given in (1.10) and the terms in > t0 > t(“au) R2 are given in Lemma 3.3
below. In the proof of Lemma 3.2, we show that the right-hand side of
(3.9) is bounded in terms of (3.7) and the norm of u ¥ L.(H6(W0, L, 0)).
Before giving the proof for Lemma 3.2, we show the form of the terms in
> t0 > 2t(“au) R2.
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Lemma 3.3 (Form of remainder terms). Every term in the integrand of
F t
0
F 2ta(“au) R2
is of the form
tb(Dnf) · (“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au), (3.10)
where
Dnf — “p2u2 “
p1
u1 “
p0
u “m1x “m2y f
for “p2u2 — “
p2, 0
uxx “
p1, 1
uxy “
p0, 2
uyy , “
p1
u1 — “
p1, 0
ux “
p0, 1
uy , 1 [ |n1 | [ ... [ |np | [ |a|, and
p=p2+p1+p0 \ 0 (3.11)
|n1 |+· · ·+|np |+|a|+m1+m2=2 |a|+2p2+p1 (3.12)
p+|np−1 |+|np | [ |a|+6 if p \ 2. (3.13)
Proof. Each term comes from differentiation of f(D2u, ...), so it must
have the form shown. Equation (3.12) is the total number of derivatives.
Each differentiation with respect to uxx, uxy, or uyy adds two extra deriva-
tives. Each differentiation with respect to ux or uy adds one extra deriva-
tive. Therefore, |n1 |+ · · ·+|np | \ 3p2+2p1+p0.
In particular, this implies that |n1 |+ · · ·+|np−2 | \ 3(p2−2)+2p1+p0.
Using (3.12),
2 |a|+2p2+p1 \ |n1 |+...+|np |+|a|
\ {3(p2−2)+2p1+p0}+|np−1 |+|np |+|a|.
Therefore,
|a|+6 \ p2+p1+p0+|np−1 |+|np |
\ p+|np−1 |+|np |.
We now prove Lemma 3.2. In particular, we show that the terms on the
right-hand side of (3.9) are bounded in terms of (3.7) and the norm of
u ¥ L.(H6(W0, L, 0)).
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. As described above, for each a ¥ Z+×Z+, |a| \ 7,
we have the following inequality,
F t( · , t)(“au)2+K1 F
t
0
F g(“aux)2+K2 F
t
0
F g(“auy)2
[ F t( · , 0)(“af)2+:F t
0
F G(“au)2 :
+:F t
0
F 2t(“au) R1 :+:F t
0
F 2t(“au) R2 : , (3.14)
where G is defined in (1.9), R1 is defined in (1.10) and the terms in
> t0 > 2t(“au) R2 are described in Lemma 3.3 above. We need to show that
the right-hand side of (3.14) is bounded by a constant C depending only on
the norm of u in L.(H6(W0, L, 0)) and the norm of u in (3.7).
First, we notice that t — tb ¥Ws, L−b+6, b−6. Therefore, t( · , 0)=0. In
addition,
:F t
0
F G(“au)2 : [ :F t
0
F {“xx[tfuxx]+“xy[tfuxy]+“yy[tfuyy]}(“au)2 :
+:F t
0
F {tt+atxxx+btxxy+ctxyy}(“au)2 :
[ C 1F t
0
F t(“au)22 ,
where C depends at most on ||u||L.(H6(R 2)) because of assumption (A3) on f
and the fact that |“ct| [ Ct.
Therefore, inequality (3.14) becomes
F t( · , t)(“au)2+K1 F
t
0
F g(“aux)2+K2 F
t
0
F g(“auy)2
[ C 1F t
0
F t(“au)22+2 :F t
0
F t(“au) R1 :+2 :F t
0
F t(“au) R2 : , (3.15)
where C depends only on the norm of u ¥ L.(H6(W0, L, 0)). It remains to
show that the other two remainder terms above are bounded by a constant
depending only on (3.7) and the norm of u ¥ L.(H6(W0, L, 0)).
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The remainder terms involving R1 are shown in (1.10). They can be
estimated as follows. For example, we estimate
:F t
0
F t(“au){a1 “x[fuxx](“ (a1 −1, a2)uxx)}:
=C :F t
0
F a1t “x[fuxx][(“au)2]x :
=C :F t
0
F “x[a1t “x[fuxx]](“au)2 :
[ C 1F t
0
F t(“au)22 ,
where again C depends only on ||u||L.(H6(R 2)). The other terms in (1.10) of
this form can be dealt with similarly.
The other set of terms in R1 can be dealt with by integrating by parts
once,
:F t
0
F 2t(“au) fux (“aux):=:F t
0
F tfux[(“au)2]x :
[ :F t
0
F txfux (“au)2:+:F t
0
F t “x[fux](“au)2:
[ C 1F t
0
F t(“au)22 ,
where C depends at most on the norm of u in L.(H6(W0, L, 0)). We can deal
with the term >T0 > 2t(“au) fuy (“auy) similarly.
The other remainder term, denoted by |> t0 > 2t(“au) R2 |, contains terms
which are of the form described in Lemma 3.3 above, namely
:F t
0
F tb(Dnf) · (“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au) : .
The plan is to divide the weight function among the terms in the integral
and bound each term by a constant depending only on (3.7) and the norm
of u in L.(H6(W0, L, 0)). We will consider the case rx+sy > 1 below. The
case rx+sy < −1 is even easier to handle. We divide the analysis of the
remainder terms into various cases.
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The Case |np−1 | [ |a|−3 (if p \ 2) or p=1. For smooth weight func-
tions t such that |“ct| [ Ct, we have the following weighted esimate,
|t(“cu)2|L.(R 2) [ C 1 F t{(“cu)2+(“cuxx)2+(“cuyy)2}2. (3.16)
It follows easily from the fact that H2(R2) … L.(R2).
Therefore, for 0 [ |c| [ |a|−3 and z|c| ¥Ws, L−(|c|−4)+, (|c|−4)+,
sup
0 [ t [ T
sup
(x, y)
|z|c|(“cu)2| [ C, (3.17)
where C depends only on (3.7) and the norm of u ¥ L.(H6(W0, L, 0)). In
addition, we can use the fact that
FT
0
F z|np|(“npu)2 [ C (3.18)
for z|np| ¥Ws, L−(|np|−6)+, (|np|−7)+ and
FT
0
F z|a|(“au)2 [ C (3.19)
for z|a| ¥Ws, L−(|a|−6)+, (|a|−7)+, where C depends only on (3.7). With these
ideas in mind, we can split up the integral as follows. Let
A — {(x, y) : rx+sy \ 1}.
Therefore,
:F t
0
F
A
tb(Dnf) · (“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au):
[ CTM sup
A
(rx+sy)Q
· |z
1
2
n1
(“n1u)|L. · · · |z
1
2
np−1
(“np−1u)|L. 1F t
0
F znp (“npu)22 12 1F t
0
F za(“au)22 12.
By (3.17)–(3.19), the terms on the right-hand side are bounded by (3.7) and
the norm of u ¥ L.(H6(W0, L, 0)), using the appropriate weight functions zni ,
za described above. It remains to verify that M \ 0 and Q [ 0 so that TM
and supA(rx+sy)Q are bounded.
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The Powers of t. First, we check the powers of t. The weight function,
tb, in the integrand is in the weight class Ws, L−b+6, b−6. Therefore, it con-
tributes the power t |a|−6. But, by our estimates above, we have that each
factor (“nju) uses up the power t (|nj|−4)+/2 for j=1, ..., p−1, while the last
two terms, (“npu) and (“au) use up the powers t (|np|−7)+/2 and t (|a|−7)/2,
respectively. Let M = net powers of t. We want to show that M \ 0 and,
therefore, we can throw away the extra powers of t.
M=(|a|−6)− C
p−1
j=1
(|nj |−4)+
2
−
(|np |−7)+
2
−
(|a|−7)
2
. (3.20)
Let q be the largest integer such that |nq | [ 4. Assume q2 of the deriva-
tives come from differentiation with respect to uxx, uxy, or uyy, q1 of the
derivatives come from differentiation with respect to ux or uy, and q0 of the
derivatives come from differentiation with respect to u. Therefore,
q=q2+q1+q0. For now, assume q [ p−1.
The Subcase q [ p−1 for p \ 2. As in the proof of Lemma 3.3,
C
q
j=1
|nj | \ 3q2+2q1+q0. (3.21)
Combining this with (3.12), we have
2M=|a|−5− C
p−1
j=1
(|nj |−4)+−(|np |−7)+
\ 33q2+2q1+q0+ Cp
j=q+1
|nj |−2p2−p1 4−5− Cp−1
j=q+1
(|nj |−4)−(|np |−7)+
={3q2+2q1+q0+|np |−2p2−p1}−5+4(p−q−1)−(|np |−7)+
\ p+1+|np |−9−(|np |−7)+.
If |np | \ 7, then the right hand side is \ p−1 > 0. If |np |=6, then the right
hand side is \ p−2, which is \ 0 as long as p \ 2. If |np |=5, then the
right-hand side is \ p−3 which is \ 0 as long as p \ 3. If |np |=5 and
p=2, it can easily be seen by (3.20) thatM> 0 because |a| \ 7.
The Subcase p=1 or p=q. If p=1, then using the fact that |np | [ |a|
and (3.20), we easily see that M> 0. If p=q, then |np | [ 4, and, therefore,
by (3.20),M> 0 because |a| \ 7.
After looking at the powers of rx+sy, we will look at the terms in which
|np−1 | > |a|−3.
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The Powers of rx+sy. For now we continue to assume |np−1 | [ |a|−3.
We need to show that Q [ 0 so any extra powers of rx+sy can be thrown
away. The weight function tb contributes the power (rx+sy)L−|a|+6, while
the other terms use up the following powers of rx+sy. The weight functions
znj behave like (rx+sy)
L−(|nj|−4)
+
, for j=1, ..., p−1. The weight function
znp behaves like (rx+sy)
L−(|np|−6)
+
, while the weight function za behaves like
(rx+sy)L−|a|+6. Therefore,
Q={L−|a|+6}− 12 C
p−1
j=1
{L−(|nj |−4)+}
− 12 {L−(|np |−6)
+}− 12 {L− |a|+6}. (3.22)
We need to show that Q [ 0, so the extra powers of rx+sy can be ‘‘thrown
away’’. Again, let q be the largest integer such that |nq | [ 4. Assume
q [ p−1.
The Subcase q [ p−1 for p \ 2. Therefore, using (3.21), (3.12), and
(3.22), we have
−2Q=|a|−6+L(p−1)+4(p−q−1)− C
p−1
j=q+1
|nj |− (|np |−6)+
\ 3q2+2q1+q0+ C
p
j=q+1
|nj |−2p2−p1−6
+L(p−1)+4(p−q−1)− C
p−1
j=q+1
|nj |− (|np |−6)+
=3q2+2q1+q0+|np |−2p2−p1−6
+L(p−1)+4(p−q−1)−(|np |−6)+. (3.23)
If |np | \ 5, it follows easily from (3.23) that
−2Q \ 2p−4 \ 0
for p \ 2, as desired. If |np | [ 4, then q=p.
The subcase p=q or p=1. If p=q, then it follows easily from (3.22)
that Q [ 0 using the fact that |a| \ 7. Also, if p=1, then using the fact that
|np | [ |a|, it follows easily from (3.22) that Q=0.
The last thing we need to consider is the case when |np−1 | > |a|−3.
The Case |np−1 | > |a|−3. Using (3.13), we have that |a|+6 \ p+
2(|a|−2), and, thus, that 10 \ p+|a|. By assumption, however, p \ 2 and
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|a| \ 7. Therefore, the only possibilities are p=2 and |a|=8 or p=2 or 3
and |a|=7.
First, we consider the case p=2 and |a|=8. Using (3.12) and the fact
that |a|=8, p=2, we have
|n1 |+|n2 |+8 [ 2p2+p1+16. (3.24)
In particular, this means
|n1 |+|n2 | [ 12. (3.25)
We are also assuming that |np−1 | \ |a|−2. Therefore, |n1 | \ 6. And,
|n2 | \ |n1 |. Therefore, the only possibility is |n1 |=|n2 |=6. This is a term of
the form
:F t
0
F tb(Dnf) · (“n1u)(“n2u)(“au) : ,
where tb ¥Ws, L−2, 2.
Therefore, for rx+sy > 1, tb is of the form t2(rx+sy)L−2. Thus, we can
break up the integral as
:FT
0
F
A
t2(rx+sy)L−2 (Dnf) · (“n1u)(“n2u)(“au):
[ C 1FT
0
F
A
t2(rx+sy)L−2 (“n1u)42 14
· 1FT
0
F
A
t2(rx+sy)L−2 (“n2u)42 14 1FT
0
F
A
t2(rx+sy)L−2 (“au)22 12.
Now we can use Sobolev’s embedding theorem on the first two terms on
the right hand side. Namely, ||u||L4(R 2) [ ||u||H1(R 2). Using this fact, we
conclude that
:FT
0
F
A
t2(rx+sy)L−2 (“niu)4: [ C FT
0
>t 12(rx+sy) L−24 (“niu)>4
L4(A)
dt
[ C >t 12(rx+sy) L−24 (“niu)>4
L.(H1(A))
[ C ||u||4L.(H7(Ws, L−1, 1)) ,
for i=1, 2, which is bounded by (3.7) and the norm of u ¥ L.(H6(W0, L, 0))
as desired.
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The remaining case is p=2 or 3 and |a|=7. The case p=3 and |a|=7 is
easier to handle, so we only consider the case p=2, |a|=7. We know by
(3.13) in Lemma 3.3 above, that
|a|+6 \ p+|np |+|np−1 |.
The first subcase is |np |=7, but this implies |np−1 | [ 4, which has already
been taken care of in the case |np−1 | [ |a|−3. The second subcase is |np |=6,
which implies |np−1 | [ 5. Note that if |np | [ 5, then |np−1 |=5 (because we
are assuming here that |np−1 | \ |a|−2). This case is even easier to handle, so
we consider only the case |np |=6, |np−1 |=5. In particular, tb ¥Ws, L−1, 1
implies for rx+sy > 1, tb is of the form t(rx+sy)L−1. We estimate the
integral as
:F t
0
F
A
t(rx+sy)L−1 (“n1u)(“n2u)(“au) :
[ sup
0 [ t [ T
1F
A
(“n2u)22 12 FT
0
|x
L−1
2 (“n1u)|L.(A) · 1FT
0
F
A
x
L−1
2 (“au)22 12 .
It is easy to see that each of the terms on the right-hand side above is
bounded by a constant depending only on (3.7) or the norm of
u ¥ L.(H6(W0, L, 0)).
Thus, we have handled the terms in > t0 > t(“au) R2 and using (3.15) shown
that for 0 [ t [ T,
F t( · , t)(“au)2+K1 F
t
0
F g(“aux)2+K2 F
t
0
F g(“auy)2 [ C,
where C depends only on the norm of u in L.(H6(W0, L, 0)) and the norm of
u in (3.7). Thus our lemma is proved. L
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS
In this section we prove that for initial data f ¥HN(R2) there exists a
unique solution u of (2.1) such that u ¥ L.([0, T]; HN(R2)) for a time T
depending only on the norm of f ¥H6(R2). These results are used in the
proof of Theorem 3.1. First we prove the uniqueness result.
Lemma 4.1 (Uniqueness). Let 0 < T <.. Assume Eq. (2.1) satisfies
Assumptions (A1)–(A4). Then for f ¥H6(R2) there is at most one solution
u ¥ L.([0, T]; H6(R2)) of (2.1) with initial data f.
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Proof. Assume u, v are two solutions of (2.1) in L.([0, T]; H6(R2))
with the same initial data. By Eq. (2.1), “tu, “tv ¥ L.([0, T]; H3(R2)), so
the integrations below are justified. Therefore,
“t(u−v)+a(u−v)xxx+b(u−v)xxy+c(u−v)xyy+d(u−v)yyy
+C
5
j=0
{f(..., “cj+1v, “cju, “cj−1u, ...)
−f(..., “cj+1v, “cjv, “cj−1u, ...)}=0, (4.1)
where c0=(0, 0), ..., c5=(2, 0). By the mean value theorem, there exist
smooth functions h (0), ..., h (5), depending on uxx, vxx, ..., u, v, x, y, t such
that
f(uxx, uxy, ..., u, x, y, t)−f(vxx, uxy, ..., u, x, y, t)
=h(5)(uxx−vxx), ..., f(vxx, ..., vy, u, x, y, t)−f(vxx, ..., vy, v, x, y, t)
=h(0)(u−v).
Therefore, (4.1) can be rewritten as
“t(u−v)+a(uxxx−vxxx)+b(uxxy−vxxy)+c(uxyy−vxyy)+d(uyyy+vyyy)
+h (5)(uxx−vxx)+· · ·+h (0)(u−v)=0. (4.2)
Now multiplying (4.2) by 2(u−v) and integrating over (x, y) ¥ R2, our
equation becomes
F 2(u−v) “t(u−v)+F 2a(u−v)(u−v)xxx+F 2b(u−v)(u−v)xxy
+F 2c(u−v)(u−v)xyy+F 2d(u−v)(u−v)yyy+F 2(u−v) h (5)(u−v)xx
+F 2(u−v) h (4)(u−v)xy+F 2(u−v) h (3)(u−v)yy+F 2(u−v) h (2)(u−v)x
+F 2(u−v) h (1)(u−v)y+F 2(u−v) h (0)(u−v)=0. (4.3)
By integrating by parts, the 2nd–5th terms in (4.3) are shown to be identi-
cally zero. Integrating the sixth term in (4.3) by parts several times, we see
F 2(u−v) h (5)(u−v)xx=F “xx[h (5)](u−v)2−F 2h (5)(ux−vx)2.
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Similarly,
F 2(u−v) h (4)(u−v)xy=F “xy[h (4)](u−v)2−F 2h (4)(ux−vx)(uy−vy)
F 2(u−v) h (3)(u−v)yy=F “yy[h (3)](u−v)2−F 2h (3)(uy−vy)2.
The next two terms are also integrated by parts. Consequently, we write
F 2(u−v) h (2)(ux−vx)=−F “x[h (2)](u−v)2
F 2(u−v) h (1)(uy−vy)=−F “y[h (1)](u−v)2.
Putting these together, (4.3) becomes
“t F (u−v)2−F 2h (5)(ux−vx)2−F 2h (4)(ux−vx)(uy−vy)−F 2h (3)(uy−vy)2
+F {“xx[h (5)]+“xy[h (4)]+“yy[h (3)]+2h(0)}(u−v)2
=F {“x[h (2)]+“y[h (1)]}(u−v)2.
By assumption (A2) on fuxx , fuxy , and fuyy , we conclude that
−2 > h (5)(ux−vx)2+h(4)(ux−vx)(uy−vy)+h(3)(uy−vy)2 \ 0. Therefore,
“t F t(u−v)2 [ F {|“x[h(2)]|+|“y[h (1)]|+|“xx[h (5)]
+“xy[h (4)]+“yy[h (3)]|+|2h(0)|}(u−v)2.
For C > 0 sufficiently large, we have
“t F (u−v)2 [ C F (u−v)2. (4.4)
Using Gronwall’s inequality and the fact that u( · , 0)=v( · , 0), we conclude
that u — v. L
We now state our main existence theorem for the semilinear Eq. (2.1).
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Theorem 4.2 (Existence). Assume Eq. (2.1) satisfies (A1)–(A4). Let
N \ 6 and let k0 > 0. Then there exists 0 < T <. depending only on k0 such
that for all f ¥HN(R2) with ||f||H6(R 2) [ k0, there exists a solution of (2.1)
with u ¥ L.([0, T]; HN(R2)) and u(x, y, 0)=f(x, y).
The method of proof for Theorem 4.2 is the following. We differentiate
(2.1) by applying D2. Our equation becomes
D2ut+a D2uxxx+b D2uxxy+c D2uxyy+d D2uyyy+fuxx D
2uxx+fuxy D
2uxy
+fuyy D
2uyy+{3“x[fuxx] “ (3, 0)uxx+·· ·+3 “y[fuyy] “ (0, 3)uyy}
+fux D
2ux+fuy D
2uy+O(“bu)=0,
where |b|=4. Next we let u=Lv where L=(I+D2)−1. Therefore,
vt+a D2Lvxxx+b D2Lvxxy+c D2Lvxyy+d D2Lvyyy+fuxx D
2Lvxx+fuxyD
2Lvxy
+fuyy D
2Lvyy+{4 “x[fuxx] “ (3, 0)Lvxx+·· ·+4 “y[fuyy] “ (0, 3)Lvyy}
+fux D
2Lvx+fuy D
2Lvy+O(“bLv)=0. (4.5)
Next, we linearize the equation by introducing a new variable w,
vt+a D2Lvxxx+b D2Lvxxy+c D2Lvxyy+d D2Lvyyy+fuxx D
2Lvxx+fuxy D
2Lvxy
+fuyy D
2Lvyy+{4 “x[fuxx] “ (3, 0)Lvxx+·· ·+4 “y[fuyy] “ (0, 3)Lvyy}
+fux D
2Lvx+fuy D
2Lvy+O(“bLw)=0, (4.6)
where fuxx=fuxx (Lwxx, Lwxy, Lwyy, ...), etc. Finally we define a sequence of
approximations by
v (n)t +a D
2Lv (n)xxx+b D
2Lv (n)xxy+c D
2Lv (n)xyy
+d D2Lv (n)yyy+fuxx D
2Lv (n)xx+fuxy D
2Lv (n)xy
+fuyy D
2Lv (n)yy+{4 “x[fuxx] “ (3, 0)Lv (n)xx+·· ·+4 “y[fuyy] “ (0, 3)Lv (n)yy }
+fux D
2Lv (n)x +fuy D
2Lv (n)y +O(“bLv (n−1))=0, (4.7)
where |b|=4, f=f(Lv (n−1)xx ,Lv
(n−1)
xy , Lv
(n−1)
yy , ...) and where the initial
condition is given by v (n)(x, y, 0)=f(x, y)+D2f(x, y). The first approxi-
mation is given by v (0)(x, y, t)=f(x, y)+D2f(x, y).
Now Eq. (4.7) is a linear equation. By Lemma 4.4 below, we show that
for initial data f ¥H6(R2), the approximate Eq. (4.7) has a unique solution
v (n), for each n, defined in any time interval in which the coefficients are
defined. Consequently, the time interval will depend only on ||f||H6(R 2).
We then use Lemma 4.3 to show that our sequence v (n) is a bounded
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sequence in L.([0, T]; H2(R2)) where T depends only on ||f||H6(R 2). Con-
sequently, there exists a subsequence which converges to some v in
L.([0, T]; H2(R2)). By using convergence arguments, we then show that v
is the unique solution to (4.5) and that u=Lv ¥ L.([0, T]; H6(R2)) is the
unique solution to (2.1). We conclude the proof of Theorem 4.2 by showing
that for initial data f in a Sobolev space HN(R2) where N \ 7, the unique
solution u, obtained earlier in the proof, lies in L.([0, T]; HN(R2)) where
the time T depends only on ||f||H6(R 2).
Before proving Theorem 4.2, we state Lemma 4.3, where we prove the
main differential estimates for our sequence of solutions v (n).
Lemma 4.3. Let v, w be a pair of functions in Ck([0, .); HN(R2)) for all
k, N which satisfy (4.6). For each a=(a1, a2) ¥ Z+×Z+, there exist positive,
nondecreasing functions g |a|, h |a| such that for all t \ 0
“t F (“av)2 [ C(1+||w||H2) ||v||2H|a|+g(||w||Hm) ||v||2Hm+h(||w||H|a|), (4.8)
where m=max{2, |a|}.
We now prove Theorem 4.2 assuming Lemma 4.3 above and Lemma 4.4,
the existence lemma for the linearized equation, stated below.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. First we show that for initial data f ¥H6(R2)
there exists a solution u in L.([0, T]; H6(R2)) where the time of existence
T depends only on ||f||H6(R 2). Using the same approximation procedure as in
Section 3, we can assume f ¥4k \ 0 Hk(R2).
By Lemma 4.4 below, for each n, Eq. (4.7) has a unique solution for any
time interval in which the coefficients are defined. In particular, the time
interval will only depend on ||f||H6(R 2). We now show that this sequence of
solutions {v (n)} is bounded in L.([0, T]; H2(R2)) for a time T independent
of n. By Lemma 4.3, we have
“t F (“av (n))2 [ C(1+||v (n−1)||H2) ||v (n)||2H|a|+g(||v (n−1)||Hm) ||v (n)||2Hm
+h(||v (n−1)||H|a|), (4.9)
where m=max{2, |a|} and g, h — g (a), h (a) are smooth functions of their
arguments. Let |a|=2. Let k0 \ ||f+D2f||H2 \ ||f||H6. For each iterate n,
||v (n)( · , t) ||H2 is continuous in t and ||v (n)( · , 0) ||H2=||f+D2f||H2 [ k0. Let
c20=k
2
0+1 and let
T (n)0 — sup{t; ||v (k)( · , t˜ ) ||H2 [ c0 for 0 [ t˜ [ t, 0 [ k [ n}. (4.10)
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Therefore, for t ¥ [0, T (n)0 ], we have
||v (n)( · , t) ||2H2 [ ||v (n)( · , 0) ||2H2+C F
t
0
(1+||v (n−1)||H2) ||v (n)||
2
H2
+F t
0
g(||v (n−1)||H2) ||v (n)||
2
H2+h(||v
(n−1)||H2)
[ k20+Ct(1+c0) c20+Ctg(c0) c20+Cth(c0). (4.11)
Now choose T such that
CT(1+c0) c
2
0+CTg(c0) c
2
0+CTh(c0) [ 1. (4.12)
In particular, T does not depend on n, but only on k0, and
sup
0 [ t [ T
||v (n)( · , t) ||2H2 [ c20 . (4.13)
We have shown that v (n) is a bounded sequence in L.([0, T]; H2(R2)).
Therefore, there is a weak* convergent subsequence, still denoted {v (n)}
such that v (n) E v in L.([0, T]; H2(R2)). We claim that u=Lv is the solu-
tion of (2.1). We first need to show that v is a solution of (4.5). We do so
by showing that each term in (4.7) converges to its correct limit. First, we
note that D2Lv (n)xxx Q D
2Lvxxx strongly in L2([0, T]; L
1
loc(R
2)). Therefore, the
2nd–5th terms on the left-hand side of (4.7) converge to their correct limits.
Now we must look at the nonlinear terms. By (4.7), v (n)t is a sum of terms,
each of which is the product of a coefficient, bounded uniformly in n, and a
function in L2([0, T]; H−1(R2)). Therefore, the sequence, v (n)t is bounded
in L2([0, T]; H−1(R2)). By Aubin’s compactness theorem, there is a sub-
sequence such that v (n) Q v strongly in L2([0, T]; H1loc(R
2)). Therefore, for
a subsequence, v (n) Q v a.e. in x, y, and t. It follows that fuxx D
2Lv (n)xx Q
fuxx D
2Lvxx strongly in L2([0, T]; L
1
loc(R
2)), because fuxx (Lv
(n−1)
xx , ...)Q
fuxx (Lv
(n)
xx , ...) strongly in L
2([0, T]; H1loc(R
2)) and D2Lv (n)xx E D
2Lvxx
weakly in L.([0, T]; L2(R2)). Similarly for the other nonlinear terms.
Therefore, v (n)t Q vt strongly in L
2([0, T]; L1loc(R
2)) and v is a solution to
(4.5).ApplyingLtoEq.(4.5),weseethatu=Lvsatisfies(2.1)andu ¥ L.([0, T]; H6(R2)).
Next we want to prove that there exists a solution u ¥ L.([0, T];
HN(R2)) with N \ 7, where T depends only on ||f||H6. We will prove that
the approximating sequence v (n) is bounded in L.([0, TN−6]; HN−4(R2)),
where the time of existence TN−6 \ T. Therefore, the time of existence
depends only on ||f||H6. Then by the same arguments as before it can be
shown that the limit of v (n)=v ¥ L.([0, T]; HN−4(R2)), and, therefore,
u=Lv ¥ L.([0, T]; HN(R2)).
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Let |a|=N−4 for N \ 7. Using the result of Lemma 4.3, we have that
“t ||v (n)||2H|a| [ C(1+||v (n−1)||H2) ||v (n)||2H|a|+g(||v (n−1)||H|a|) ||v (n)||2H|a|
+h(||v (n−1)||H|a|). (4.14)
Let c2N−6=||f||
2
HN+1 and let
T (n)N−6=sup {t : ||v
(k)( · , t˜) ||H|a| [ cN−6 for 0 [ t˜ [ t, 0 [ k [ n}. (4.15)
Therefore, for t ¥ [0, T (n)N−6], we have
||v (n)( · , t) ||2H|a| [ ||v (n)( · , 0) ||2H|a|+C F
t
0
(1+||v (n−1)||H2) ||v (n)||
2
H|a|
+g(||v (n−1)||H|a|) ||v (n)||
2
H|a|+h(||v
(n−1)||H|a|)
[ ||f||2HN+Ct(1+cN−6) c2N−6+Ctg(cN−6) c2N−6+Cth(cN−6).
Now by choosing TN−6 such that
CTN−6(1+cN−6) c
2
N−6+CTN−6g(cN−6) c
2
N−6+CTN−6h(cN−6)=1,
we have that T (n)N−6 \ TN−6. Therefore,
sup
0 [ t [ TN−6
||v (n)( · , t) ||2H|a| [ c2N−6
and v (n) is a bounded sequence in L.([0, TN−6]; HN−4(R2)) which con-
verges weak* to v ¥ L.([0, TN−6]; HN−4(R2)). Therefore, u=Lv is in
L.([0, TN−6]; HN(R2)).
Now let TgN be the maximum time such that u ¥ L.([0, t]; HN(R2)) for
0 < t < TgN . In particular, T [ TgN , and, therefore, a time of existence can
be chosen depending only on ||f||H6(R 2). L
We now prove the main inequality used in our existence theorem above.
Namely, we show that the sequence of solutions {v (n)} to our approximate
Eq. (4.7) is a priori bounded.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. We begin by applying “a to (4.6) where a=(a1, a2).
Therefore, our equation becomes
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“avt+a(“a D2Lvxxx)+b(“a D2Lvxxy)+c(“a D2Lvxyy)+d(“a D2Lvyyy)
+fuxx (“a D2Lvxx)+fuxy (“a D2Lvxy)
+fuyy (“a D2Lvyy)+ C
5 [ i+j [ |a|+5
h (i, j) “ (i, j)Lv
+ C
|c1|=|a|+4
qi(“mLw, ...)(“ciLw)+p(“cLw, ...)=0, (4.16)
where |m|=4, |c|=|a|+3, and the h (i, j) are smooth functions depending on
“kLw, ..., where |k|=|a|− i−j+8. In particular, for |a| \ 3, the p(“cLw, ...)
depend at most linearly on “cLw for |c|=|a|+3. For |a|=2 the p(“cLw, ...)
depend at most quadratically on “cLw for |c|=|a|+3.
We now multiply (4.16) by 2(“av) and integrate over (x, y) ¥ R2, as
2 F (“av) “avt+2 F a(“av)(“aD2Lvxxx)+2 F b(“av)(“aD2Lvxxy)
+2 F c(“av)(“aD2Lvxyy)+2 F d(“av)(“aD2Lvyyy)
+2 F {(“av) fuxx (“a D2Lvxx)+(“av) fuxy (“a D2Lvxy)
+(“av) fuyy (“a D2Lvyy)}+2 F (“av) C
5 [ i+j [ |a|+5
h (i, j)“ (i, j)Lv
+F 2(“av) C
|ci |=|a|+4
qi(“mLw, ...)(“ciLw)+F 2(“av) p(“cLw, ...)=0.
(4.17)
First, we write
2 F (“av)(“avt)=“t F (“av)2.
Upon integrating each of the next four terms in (4.17) by part several
times, we see these quantities are identically zero.
We now deal with the terms in the sixth integral of (4.17). They can be
handled as
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2 F (“av) fuxx (“a D2Lvxx)
=2 F (“aLv+“a D2Lv) fuxx (“a D2Lvxx)
=2 F fuxx (“aLv)(“a D2Lvxx)+2 F fuxx (“a D2Lv)(“a D2Lvxx)
— I1+I2.
Integrating I1 by parts twice, we see that
2 F fuxx (“aLv)(“a D2Lvxx) [ C(1+||w||H2) ||v||2H|a|.
The term I2 is also integrated by parts,
2 F fuxx (“aD2Lv)(“aD2Lvxx)=F “2x[fuxx](“aD2Lv)2−2 F fuxx (“a D2Lvx)2
[ C(1+||w||H2) ||v||2H|a| −2 F fuxx (“a D2Lvx)2.
Similarly for the other terms in the sixth integral of (4.17),
F (“av) fuxy (“a D2Lvxy) [ C(1+||w||H2) ||v||2H|a| −2 F fuxy (“a D2Lvx)(“a D2Lvy).
F (“av) fuyy (“a D2Lvyy) [ C(1+||w||H2) ||v||2H|a| −2 F fuyy (“aD2Lvy)2.
Next we consider the seventh integral in (4.17). These terms are given by
2 F (“av) C
5 [ i+j [ |a|+5
h (i, j)(“ (i, j)Lv)
where the h (i, j) depend at most on “kLw, ... where |k|=|a|− i−j+8.
First, if i+j=|a|+5, we integrate by parts, as in the following example.
Consider the term of the form,
2 F (“av)(“x[fuxx](“ (a1 −1, a2) D2Lvxx)) — 2 F (“av)(“x[fuxx](“a D2Lvx)).
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Integrating by parts, we arrive at the estimate,
2 F (“av)(“x[fuxx](“a D2Lvx))
=2 F (“aLv+“a D2Lv) “x[fuxx](“a D2Lvx)
=−2 F (“aLvx) “x[fuxx](“a D2Lv)−2 F (“aLv) “2x[fuxx](“a D2Lv)
−F “2x[fuxx](“aD2Lv)2
[ C(1+||w||H2) ||v||2H|a|.
Next, if 6 [ i+j [ |a|+4, we have
2 F (“av) C
6 [ i+j [ |a|+4
h (i, j)(“ (i, j)Lv) [ C C
6 [ i+j [ |a|+4
|h (i, j)|L. 1F (“av)(“ (i, j)Lv)2
[ g(||w||H|a|) ||v||2H|a| ,
where g=gb is a smooth, nondecreasing function. If i+j=5, we estimate
as
2 F (“av) C
5=i+j
h (i, j)(“ (i, j)Lv) [ C 1F (h (i, j))42 14 1F (“ (i, j)Lv)42 14 1F (“av)22 12
[ g(||w||H|a|) ||v||H2 ||v||H|a|,
where again g=gb is a smooth, nondecreasing function.
It remains to look at the last two integrals in (4.17),
F 2(“av) C
|ci |=|a|+4
qi(“mLw, ...)(“ciLw)+F 2(“av) p(“cLw, ...)
where |m|=4 and |c|=|a|+3. First,
2 F (“av) C
|ci |+|a|+4
qi(“mLw, ...)(“ciLw) [ h(||w||H2) ||v||H|a| ||w||H|a|.
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Second,
2 F (“av) p(“c2Lw, ...) [ h(||w||H|a|) ||v||H|a|
for a smooth, nondecreasing function h=hb.
Combining these inequalities, we have
“t F (“av)2−2 F {fuxx (“a D2Lvx)2+fuxy (“a D2Lvx)(“a D2Lvy)+fuyy (“a D2Lvy)2}
[ C(1+||w||H2) ||v||2H|a|+g(||w||Hm) ||v||2Hm+h(||w||H|a|),
where m=max{2, |a|} and g, h=g |a|, h |a| are smooth, positive, nondecreas-
ing functions. By assumption (A2) on fuxx , fuxy , fuyy , we can conclude that
“t F (“av)2 [ C(1+||w||H2) ||v||2H|a|+g(||w||Hm) ||v||2Hm+h(||w||H|a|),
where m=max{2, |a|}, as desired. L
We now prove an existence theorem for the linearized Eq. (4.6). By the
same approximation method as used in Section 3, it suffices to prove the
existence result for smooth initial data.
Lemma 4.4 (Existence for linearized equation). Given initial data k in
4N \ 0 HN(R2), there exists a unique solution of (4.6). The solution is defined
in any time interval in which the coefficients are defined.
Proof (Sketch). The linear equation which is to be solved at each itera-
tion has the form
“tv+D2(aLvxxx+bLvxxy+cLvxyy+dLvyyy+b1Lvxx+b2Lvxy+b3Lvyy
+b4Lvx+b5Lvy)+{b6“ (3, 0)Lvxx+·· ·+b7“ (0, 3)Lvyy}+b8=0, (4.18)
where b1, ..., b8 are smooth, bounded coefficients which satisfy
b22−4b1b3 [ 0.
Fix an arbitrary time T > 0 and a constantM> 0. Let
L= “t+D2(aL “3x+bL “2x “y+cL “x“2y+dL “3y
+b1L “2x+b2L “xy+b3L “2y+b4L “x+b5L “y)
+{b6 “ (3, 0)L “2x+·· ·+b7 “ (0, 3)L “2y}. (4.19)
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Introduce the bilinear form
Og, hP=FT
0
F e−Mtgh dx dy dt (4.20)
defined on C.0 (R
2×[0, T]), the set of smooth functions with compact
support in R2, which vanish for t=0. Our estimates from Lemma 4.3 show
that
FLv · v dx dy \ “t F v2 dx dy−C F v2 dx dy (4.21)
for some constant C sufficiently large. Multiplying (4.21) by e−Mt and
integrating in time from t=0 to t=T, we obtain for v ¥ C.0 (R2×[0, T])
with v(x, y, 0)=0,
OLv, vP \ e−Mt F v2(x, y, T) dx dy+(M−C) FT
0
F e−Mtv2 dx dy dt. (4.22)
Therefore, OLv, vP \ Ov, vP provided M is chosen large enough. Similarly,
OLgw, wP \ Ow, wP for all w ¥ C.0 (R2×[0, T]) with w(x, y, T) — 0 where
Lg denotes the formal adjoint of L. Therefore, OLgw,LgvP is an inner
product on D={w ¥ C.0 : w(x, y, T) — 0}. Denote by X the completion of
D with respect to this inner product. By the Riesz representation theorem,
there exists a unique solution V ¥X such that for any w ¥ D,
OLgV,LgwP=−Ob8, wP+F kw( · , 0).
Therefore,
−Ob8, wP=OLgV,LgwP−F kw( · , 0)=OLLgV, wP,
where we have used the fact that b8 ¥X. Then v=LgV is a weak solution
of Lv=−b8 with v ¥ L2(R2×[0, T]) and v( · , 0)=k. To obtain higher
regularity of the solution, we repeat the proof with higher derivatives
included in the inner product. L
Corollary 4.5. Let f ¥HN(R2) for some N \ 6 and let f (n) be a
sequence converging to f in HN(R2). Let u and u (n) be the corresponding
unique solutions given by Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, in L.([0, T]; HN(R2))
for a time T depending only on supn ||f (n)||H6(R 2). Then u (n) E u weak* in
L.([0, T]; HN(R2)).
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Proof. By assumption, u (n) ¥ L.([0, T]; HN(R2)), and, therefore, there
exists a weak* convergent subsequence, still denoted {u (n)} such that
u (n) E v in L.([0, T]; HN(R2)). In addition, by (2.1) u (n) ¥ L.([0, T];
HN(R2)) implies u (n)t ¥ L.([0, T]; HN−3(R2)). Therefore, by Aubin’s com-
pactness theorem u (n) Q v strongly in L2([0, T]; HN−1loc (R
2)). Now we just
need to show that each term in (2.1) converges to its correct limit, and, thus
u (n)t Q vt for some solution v ¥ L.([0, T]; HN(R2)). Then by Lemma 4.1,
we conclude that v — u.
Clearly, the linear terms converge in L2([0, T]; L1loc(R
2)). Therefore, the
only thing left to show is that the nonlinear terms converge to their correct
limits. Inparticular,wewant toshowthatf(u(n)xx , ...)Q f(vxx, ...) ¥ L2([0, T];
L1loc(R
2)). But this follows from the fact that u (n) Q v strongly in L2([0, T];
HN−1loc (R
2)). Therefore, we conclude that u (n)t Q vt in L
2([0, T]; L1loc(R
2))
for some solution v. We also know that v ¥ L.([0, T]; HN(R2)). Therefore,
by Theorem 4.1 on uniqueness, v — u. L
5. WEIGHTED ESTIMATES
In this section, we prove weighted estimates on our solution u obtained
in Section 4. We show that if our initial data f ¥H6(R2) also lie in the
weighted Sobolev space HK(W0, i, 0) for integers K \ 0 and i \ 0, then our
solution u ¥ L.([0, T]; H6(R2)), found in Section 4, also lies in
L.([0, T]; HK(W0, i, 0)). This ‘‘persistence’’ property is used to start the
induction in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 5.1. Let i and K be integers such that i \ 0, K \ 0. Let
0 < T <.. Assume Eq. (2.1) satisfies (A1)–(A4). Assume u is the solution to
(2.1) in L.([0, T]; H6(R2)) with initial data f ¥H6(R2). If, in addition, f is
in HK(Wr, s0, i, 0), for (r, s) satisfying Nps(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2)
] (0, 0), then
u ¥ L.([0, T]; H6(R2) 5HK(W r, s0, i, 0)) (5.1)
FT
0
F g |“cu(x, y, t)|2 dx dy dt <., (5.2)
where c=(c1, c2) ¥ Z+×Z+, |c|=K+1, and g is a weight function in
W r, ss, i−1, 0 for s > 0 arbitrary with the exception that for i=0, g ¥ W¯r, ss,−1, 0 .
Remark. In the case when i=0, we are not assuming an additional
decay condition on f. In this case, the above theorem can be thought of as
a local gain in finite regularity similar to some of the results in [3, 11].
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we fix r, s to satisfy the
assumptions stated in Theorem 5.1, and thus will drop the superscript
notation in our weight spaces and let Ws, i, k —W r, ss, i, k . We will use induction
on b=|a| to show that
u ¥ L.([0, T]; H6(R2) 5Hb(W0, i, 0)) (5.3)
for 0 [ b [K.
In the following, we approximate general solutions by smooth solutions
and general weight functions by bounded weight functions. As we have
discussed approximating general solutions by smooth solutions in Section
3, here we concentrate on the approximation of general weight functions by
smooth, bounded weight functions. In particular, we approximate a general
weight function t as follows. We take a sequence of bounded weight
functions gd, which decay as |rx+sy|Q+. and which approximate
g ¥Ws, i−1, 0, from below. Let
td(rx+sy, t)=1+F
rx+sy
−.
gd(z, t) dz. (5.4)
These weight functions are designed to satisfy the usual relations
0 < gd [ “z(td(z, t)). (5.5)
The first induction step is to obtain a weighted estimate for b=0. We
multiply (2.1) by 2utd and integrate to obtain
“t F tdu2+2 F atduuxxx+2 F btduuxxy+2 F ctduuxyy
+2 F dtduuyyy+2 F tduf=0.
First, by integration by parts, we obtain
2 F atduuxxx=−F a(td)xxx u2+3 F a(td)x u2x .
Similarly,
2 F btduuxxy=−F b(td)xxy u2+2 F b(td)x uxuy+F b(td)y u2x
2 F ctduuxyy=−F c(td)xyy u2+2 F c(td)y uxuy+F c(td)x u2y
2 F dtduuyyy=−F d(td)yyy u2+3 F d(td)y u2y .
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Therefore, by the choice of td and assumption (A1) on the coefficients
a, ..., d, there exist constants K1, K2 > 0 such that
“t F tdu2+K1 F gdu2x+K2 F gdu2y+2 F tduf
[ F a(td)xxx u2+F b(td)xxy u2+F c(td)xyy u2+F d(td)yyy u2
[ C F tdu2. (5.6)
So it remains to look at 2 > tduf. For the term 2 > tduf, we use (2.3) to
write
2 F tduf=2 F tdu(uxxg5+uxyg4+uyyg3+uxg2+uyg1+ug0+h). (5.7)
The first three terms can be dealt with as
2 F tduuxxg5=F “xx[tdg5] u2−2 F tdg5u2x .
2 F tduuxyg4=F “xy[tdg4] u2−2 F tdg4uxuy.
2 F tduuyyg3=F “yy[tdg3] u2−2 F tdg3u2y .
The other four terms can be written as
2 F tduuxg2=−F “x[tdg2] u2
2 F tduuyg1=−F “y[tdg1] u2
2 F tduug0=2 F tdg0u2
2 F tduh [ C 1F tdh22 12 1F tdu22 12
[ C+C 1F tdu22.
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Combining this with (5.6), we have
“t F tdu2+K1 F gdu2x+K2 F gdu2y+F {“xx[tdg5]+“xy[tdg4]+“yy[tdg3]} u2
−2 F td{g5u2x+g4uxuy+g3u2y}
+F {2tdg0−“x[tdg2]−“y[tdg1]} u2 [ C+C F tdu2.
By Assumption (A2) on fuxx , fuxy , fuyy , we have
−2 F td{g5u2x+g4uxuy+g3u2y} \ 0.
Therefore,
“t F tdu2+K1 F gdu2x+K2 F gdu2y
[ F {|“xx[tdg5]|+|“xy[tdg4]|+|“yy[tdg3]|} u2
+C F {|tdg0 |+|“x[tdg2]|+|“y[tdg1]|} u2+C+C F tdu2. (5.8)
Notice,
F |“xx[tdg5]| u2 [ F {|(td)xxg5 |+2 |(td)x “x[g5]|+|td“2x[g5]|} u2
[ C 1F tdu22 ,
where C depends at most on ||u||L.(H6(R 2)). Similarly for the other terms on
the right-hand side of (5.8) above. Therefore, we conclude that
“t F tdu2+K1 F gdu2x+K2 F gdu2y [ C+C 1F tdu22 , (5.9)
where C depends at most on ||u||L.(H6(R 2)).
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Now integrating (5.9) with respect to t for 0 [ t [ T, we have
F td( · , t) u2+K1 F
t
0
F gdu2x+K2 F
t
0
F gdu2y [ F td( · , 0) f2+Ct+C F
t
0
F tdu2.
Therefore by Gronwall’s inequality,
sup
0 [ t [ T
F tdu2+K1 F
T
0
F gdu2x+K2 F
T
0
F gdu2y [ C,
where C depends only on T and the norm of f in L2(W0, i, 0) 5H6(R2).
Consequently, we can pass to the limit as dQ 0 and conclude
sup
0 [ t [ T
F tu2+K1 F
T
0
F gu2x+K2 F
T
0
F gu2y [ C. (5.10)
Now we need to prove this result for the b th induction step. We begin by
taking a derivatives of (2.1) for |a|=b, multiplying our differentiated
equation by 2tdu, and integrating over R2. We will do this for each a such
that |a|=b. Upon doing so, we get our familiar identity,
C
|a|=b
“t F td(“au)2+F 3a(td)x (“aux)2
+F 2b(td)x (“aux)(“auy)+F b(td)y (“aux)2
+F 2c(td)y(“aux)(“auy)+F c(td)x(“auy)2+F 3d(td)y (“auy)2
−F {2tdfuxx (“aux)2+2tdfuxy (“aux)(“auy)+2tdfuyy (“auy)2}
+F G(“au)2+F 2td(“au) R1+F 2td(“au) R2=0, (5.11)
where G is as defined in (1.9) with td=t, R1 is defined in (1.10) and the
terms in > 2td(“au) R2 are given by Lemma 3.3. By Assumptions (A1) and
(A2) and by the choice of weight function td, we can conclude that there
exist constants K1, K2 > 0 such that
C
|a|=b
“t F td(“au)2+K1 F gd(“aux)2+K2 F gd(“auy)2
[ :F G(“au)2:+:F 2td(“au) R1 :+:F 2td(“au) R2 : .
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First notice that
:F G(“au)2:=:F {“xx[tdfuxx]+· · · }−{(td)t+a(td)xxx+·· · }(“au)2:
[ C 1F td(“au)22 ,
where C depends at most on ||u||L.(H6(R 2)). Therefore, it remains to show
that
C
|a|=b
:F 2td(“au) Rj : [ C C
|a|=b
1F td(“au)2+12
for j=1, 2, where C depends only on ||f||H6(R 2) and the norm of u ¥
L.(Hc(W0, i, 0)) for c [ b−1, so that we can use the inductive hypothesis
and Gronwall’s inequality.
We will begin by looking at the terms in |> 2td(“au) R1 |. These terms are
of order b+1. They are of the form (1.10). By integration by parts, we see
:F 2td “x[fuxx](“ (a1 −1, a2)uxx)(“au):=C :F td “x[fuxx](“aux)(“au):
[ C 1F td(“au)22 ,
where C depends at most on ||u||L.(H6(R 2)). Similarly, for the other terms in
|> 2 td(“au) R1 |.
It remains to look at terms of the form |> 2td(“au) R2 |. It is shown in
Lemma 3.3 that |> 2tb(“au) R2 | contains terms of the form
:F td(Dnf) · (“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au):. (5.12)
We divide the analysis of terms of the form (5.12) into several cases below.
First, we consider the case p=1.
The Case p=1. If p=1, we have
:F td(Dnf)(“npu)(“au): [ C 1F td(“npu)22 12 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C C
|a|=b
1F td(“au)2+12 ,
as desired.
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The Case |np | [ |a|−3. We estimate as
:F td(Dnf) · (“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au): [ C |“n1u|L. · · · |“npu|L. 1F td(“au)22
[ C 1F td(“au)22 ,
where C depends only on the norm of u ¥ L.(Hc(W0, i, 0)) for c [ b−1
using the fact that H2(R2) … L.(R2) and |nj | [ b−3 for 1 [ j [ p.
The Case |np |=|a|−2. If p \ 2, (3.13) in Lemma 3.3 implies
p+|np−1 | [ 8.
If p=2, then |np−1 | [ 6. We will break this case up into the following
subcases: |a| \ 9, |a|=8, |a|=7 and |a| [ 6. If |a| \ 9, we can estimate as
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u)(“n2u)(“au): [ C |“n1u|L. 1F td(“n2u)22 12 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C ||u||H8 1F td(“n2u)22 12 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C 1F td(“au)2+12 ,
by the inductive hypothesis that u ¥ L.(Hc(W0, i, 0)) for c [ |a|−1. If |a|=8,
then |np |=6. Our remainder is bounded as
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u)(“n2u)(“au): [ C 1F td(“n1u)42 14 1F td(“n2u)42 14 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C ||u||2H7(W0, i, 0) 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C 1F td(“au)2+12 ,
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because ||u||L.(H7(W0, i, 0)) is bounded on the previous step of the induction. If
|a|=7, then |np |=5 and therefore, |np−1 | [ 5. We proceed as above,
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u)(“n2u)(“au):
[ C 1F td(“n1u)42 14 1F td(“n2u)42 14 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C ||u||2H6(W0, i, 0) 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C 1F td(“au)2+12 ,
because ||u||L.(H6(W0, i, 0)) is bounded on the previous step of the induction. If
|a| [ 6, then |np | [ 4 and |np−1 | [ 4. Therefore,
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u)(“n2u)(“au): [ C |“n1u|L. 1F td(“n2u)22 12 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C 1F td(“au)2+12 ,
where C depends only on the norm of u ¥ L.(H6(R2)) and terms bounded
by the inductive hypothesis.
If p=3, then by (3.13), |np−1 | [ 5. Also, by (3.12), |n1 |+|n2 | [ 8. We
consider first the case |n2 |=5, which implies |n1 | [ 3. Therefore, we have
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u)(“n2u)(“n3u)(“au): [ C |“n1u|L. 1F (“n2u)42 14 1F t2d(“n3u)42 14
·1F td(“au)22 12
[ C ||u||2H6(R 2) ||u||H|a|−1(W0, i, 0) 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C 1F td(“au)2+12 ,
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where C depends only on ||u||L.(H6(R 2)) and ||u||L.(H|a|−1(W0, i, 0)), which is
bounded on the previous step of the induction. If |n2 | [ 4, then we have
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u)(“n2u)(“n3u)(“au):
[ C |“n1u|L. |“n2u|L. 1F td(“n3u)22 12 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C 1F td(“au)2+12 ,
where C depends only on ||u||L.(H6(R 2)) and the norms of terms bounded on
the previous steps of the induction.
If p \ 4, then by (3.13), |np−1 | [ 4. Therefore,
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au): [ C |“n1u|L. · · · |“np−1u|L. 1F td(“npu)22 12
· 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C 1F td(“au)2+12,
where C depends only on ||u||L.(H6(R 2)) and > td(“npu)2, which is bounded on
the previous step of the induction.
The Case |np |=|a|−1. If p \ 2, then (3.13) of Lemma 3.3 implies
p+|np−1 | [ 7. (5.13)
If p=2, then |np−1 | [ 5. We will break this up into the following subcases:
|a| \ 8, |a|=7, and |a| [ 6. If |a| \ 8, then we have
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u)(“n2u)(“au): [ C |(“n1u)|L. 1F td(“n2u)22 12 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C 1F td(“au)2+12 ,
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because ||u||L.(H7(W0, i, 0)) was bounded on the previous step of the induction
and ||u||H7(R 2) [ ||u||H7(W0, i, 0). If |a|=7, then we have
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u)(“n2u)(“au): [ C 1F td(“n1u)42 14 1F td(“n2u)42 14 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C ||u||H6(W0, i, 0) ||u||H7(W0, i, 0) 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C C
|a|=7
1F td(“au)2+12 .
If |a| [ 6, then we have |n1 | [ 5 and |n2 |=|a|−1. Therefore,
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u)(“n2u)(“au): [ C 1F (“n1u)42 14 1F t2d(“n1u)42 14 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C ||u||H6(R 2) ||t
1
2
d
(“n2u) ||H1 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C C
|a|=b
1F td(“au)2+12 .
If p \ 3, then (5.13) implies that |np−1 | [ 4. Therefore, our inequality
becomes
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au): [ C |(“n1u)|L. · · · |(“np−1)|L. 1F td(“npu)22 12
· 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C ||u||p−1H6(R 2) ||u||H|a|−1(W0, i, 0) 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C 1F td(“au)2+12 .
The Case |np |=|a|. If p \ 2, Lemma 3.3 implies
p+|np−1 | [ 6.
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Therefore, for p \ 2, |np−1 | [ 4 and, thus, we have
:F td(Dnf)(“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au): [ C |(“n1u) · · · (“np−1)|L. 1F td(“npu)22 12
· 1F td(“au)22 12
[ C ||u||p−1H6(R 2) C
|a|=b
1F td(“au)22
[ C C
|a|=b
1F td(“au)22 .
Consequently, we conclude that
C
|a|=b
:F td(“au) Rj : [ C C
|a|=b
1F td(“au)2+12
for j=1, 2 where C depends only on the norm of u ¥ L.(H6(R2) 5
H |a|−1(W0, i, 0)), which is bounded on the previous step of the induction.
Thus, we have
C
|a|=b
“t F td(“au)2+K1 F gd(“aux)2+K2 F gd(“auy)2 [ C C
|a|=b
1F td(“au)2+12 .
By integrating with respect to t for 0 [ t [ T, we have
C
|a|=b
F td( · , t)(“au)2+K1 F
t
0
F gd(“aux)2+K2 F
t
0
F gd(“auy)2
[ C
|a|=b
F td( · , 0)(“af)2+C 1F t
0
F td(“au)2+12 .
By Gronwall’s inequality,
sup
0 [ t [ T
C
|a|=b
F td(“au)2+K1 F
T
0
F gd(“aux)2+K2 F
T
0
F gd(“auy)2 [ C, (5.14)
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where C depends only on T and the norm of f ¥H6(R2) 5H |a|(W0, i, 0). In
particular, the constants do not depend on d, so we can take the limit as
dQ 0 and conclude that
sup
0 [ t [ T
C
|a|=b
F t(“au)2+K1 F
T
0
F g(“aux)2+K2 F
T
0
F g(“auy)2 [ C, (5.15)
and thus our theorem is proved. L
We have now proven all the lemmas and theorems necessary to give a
formal proof of our main theorem on the gain of regularity for semilinear
equations of the form (2.1) satisfying Assumptions (A1)–(A4).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We will use induction, beginning with b=7. We
will apply Lemma 3.2 to a smooth approximation of the solution. Let u be
a solution such that u ¥ L.(H6(W0, L, 0)). Equation (2.1) implies that
ut ¥ L.(H3(W0, L, 0)). Hence u is a weakly continuous function of t with
values in H6(W0, L, 0). In particular, u( · , t) ¥H6(W0, L, 0) for all t.
Let t0 ¥ [0, T) and let {f (n)( · )} be a sequence of functions in C.0 (R2)
which converges to u( · , t0) strongly in H6(W0, L, 0). Let u (n) be the unique
solution with initial data f (n) at time t=t0. By Theorem 4.2 it is guaranteed
to exist in a time interval [t0, t0+d] where d > 0 does not depend on n. By
Theorem 5.1,
u (n) ¥ L.([t0, t0+d]; H6(W0, L, 0)) 5 L2([t0, t0+d]; H7(Ws, L−1, 0)) (5.16)
with a bound that depends only on the norm of f (n) ¥H6(W0, L, 0). Theorem
5.1 also guarantees the non-uniform bounds
sup
t ¥ [t0, t0+d]
sup
(x, y)
(1+(rx+sy)+)k |“au (n)(x, y, t)| < +. (5.17)
for each n, k, and a. Therefore, the a priori estimates in Lemma 3.2 are
justified for each u (n) in the interval [t0, t0+d].
We start our induction with b=7. Take a weight function g ¥Ws, L−2, 1
and let t=> rx+sy−. g(z, t) dz. As shown in Lemma 3.2, for all a such that
|a|=7, we have the following bounds on u (n),
sup
t ¥ [t0, t0+d]
F t(“au (n))2+F t0+d
t0
F g(“au (n)x )2+F
t0+d
t0
F g(“au (n)y )2 [ C, (5.18)
where C depends only on the norm of u (n) in
L.([t0, t0+d]; H6(W0, L, 0)) 5 L2([t0, t0+d]; H7(Ws, L−1, 0)). (5.19)
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As stated above, this norm of u (n) is bounded by the norm of
f (n) ¥H6(W0, L, 0). Therefore, we conclude
u (n) ¥ L.([t0, t0+d]; H7(Ws, L−1, 1)) 5 L2([t0, t0+d]; H8(Ws, L−2, 1)).
(5.20)
This estimate is proved by induction for b=8, 9, ..., L+6. At each level,
let gb ¥Ws, L−b+5, b−6, with the exception that for b=L+6 replace Ws, −1, L
with W¯s, −1, L, and define tb=> rx+sy−. g(z, t) dz. Using Lemma 3.2 and the
inductive hypothesis, we conclude that
u (n) ¥ L.(([t0, t0+d]; Hb(Ws, L−b+6, b−6))
5 L2([t0, t0+d]; Hb+1(Ws, L−b+5, b−6)). (5.21)
Since u (n) E u weak* in L.([t0, t0+d]; H6(R2)) by Corollary 4.5, it follows
that
u ¥ L.([t0, t0+d]; H6+l(Ws, L−l, l)) 5 L2(H7+l([t0, t0+d]; Ws, L−l−1, l))
(5.22)
for 0 [ l [ L, with the exception that on the last level, |a|=L+6, we
replace Ws, −1, L with W¯s, −1, L. Since d is fixed, this result is valid over the
whole interval [0, T].
6. THE FULLY NONLINEAR EQUATION
We now consider the fully nonlinear equation
ut+f(D3u, D2u, Du, u, x, y, t)=0
u(x, y, 0)=f(x, y).
(6.1)
We make similar assumptions to those made in the semilinear case. In
particular, for Eq. (6.1), we make the following assumptions.
Assumptions. (B1) There exists a vector (r, s) ¥ R2 such that the
symbol
pn(w1, w2)=−(fuxxxw
3
1+fuxxyw
2
1w2+fuxyyw1w
2
2+fuyyyw
3
2) (6.2)
associated with the third-order terms satisfies Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all
(w1, w2) ] (0, 0). We recall Lemma 2.1. If pn(w1, w2) has exactly one real
root and two non-real roots for each value of x, y, and t as well as u and
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its derivatives, we know there exists a vector (r, s) (which may depend on
x, y, t, u, etc.) for which Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0. However, we need to find a
half-plane {(x, y): rx+sy < 0} into which all bicharacteristics point. Con-
sequently, we need to assume not only that pn has one real and two non-
real roots for each value of x, y, t, u and its derivatives, but, moreover, that
there exists a vector (r, s) independent of x, y, t, u and its derivatives for
which Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0).
In particular, we discuss a simple example of a symbol which satisfies the
above assumption. Consider
pn(w1, w2)=−a(x) w
3
1−w1w
2
2 ,
where a(x) \ k > 0. Then
pn(w1, w2)=−w1(a(x) w
2
1+w
2
2)
has exactly one real root and two non-real roots for each value of x.
Furthermore,
Npn(w1, w2)=(−3a(x) w
2
1−w
2
2 , −2w1w2). (6.3)
Therefore, by choosing (r, s)=(1, 0), we notice that Npn · (r, s) < 0 for all
(w1, w2) ] (0, 0).
(B2) The nonlinear term f: R12×[0, T]Q R is C. and satisfies
fuxx , fuyy [ 0
f2uxy [ 4fuxxfuyy .
(B3) All the derivatives of f(w, x, y, t) are bounded for (x, y) ¥ R2,
for t ¥ [0, T] and w in a bounded set.
(B4) xNyM“ ix “ jyf(0, x, y, t) is bounded for all N, M \ 0, i, j \ 0,
and (x, y) ¥ R2, t ¥ (0, T].
These assumptions imply that f has the form
f=uxxxg9+uxxyg8+uxyyg7+uyyyg6+uxxg5+uxyg4+uyyg3
+uxg2+uyg1+ug0+h, (6.4)
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where we define the gj as
g9=3[f(uxxx, uxxy, ...)−f(0, uxxy, ...)]/uxxx for uxxx ] 0“uxxxf(0, uxxy, ...) for uxxx=0 (6.5)
g8=3[f(0, uxxy, uxyy, ...)−f(0, 0, uxyy, ...)]/uxxy for uxxy ] 0“uxxyf(0, 0, uxyy, ...) for uxxy=0, (6.6)
and similarly for g7, g6, ..., h. Assumption (B2) implies that
g24−4g5g3 [ 0.
Assumption (B3) implies that g9, g8, ..., h are C. and each of their deriva-
tives is bounded for w bounded, (x, y) ¥ R2 and t ¥ [0, T].
Differences between Semilinear and Fully Nonlinear Cases. In order to
illustrate the differences between the semilinear and fully nonlinear cases,
we consider the following example,
ut+a(x) uxxx+uxyy=0, (6.7)
where a(x) \ k > 0 for all x ¥ R. The homogeneous polynomial pn asso-
ciated with this operator is given by
pn(w1, w2)=−a(x) w
3
1−w1w
2
2 .
By Lemma 2.1 of Section 2, the assumption that a(x) \ k > 0 implies there
exists a vector (r, s) such that Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ]
(0, 0). Namely, this vector (r, s) can be chosen to be (1, 0). Therefore, in
order to prove a gain in regularity for solutions to (6.7), we would like to
choose our weight function t such that t % x j as xQ+. and t % esx for
s > 0 arbitrary as xQ −..
Proceeding as we did for the semilinear equation, we multiply (6.7) by
2tu, where t is some weight function, yet to be specified, and integrate over
R2×[0, T]. Upon doing so, we arrive at the following a priori estimate,
F t( · , T) u2+3 FT
0
F [ta]x u2x+2 F
T
0
F tyuxuy+F
T
0
F txu2y
=F t( · , 0) f2+FT
0
F [ta]xxx u2+F
T
0
F txyyu2.
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If a(x) — k > 0, we may choose t % x j for x > 1. However, for a(x) vari-
able, we need t to satisfy more properties. In particular, we need weight
functions t, g > 0 such that there exist constants K1, K2 > 0 satisfying
K1 F
T
0
F gu2x+K2 F
T
0
F gu2y [ 3 F
T
0
F [ta]x u2x+2 F
T
0
F tyuxuy+F
T
0
F txu2y .
In particular, we would like to find a smooth, weight function t=t(x, t)
such that
(i) t > 0
(ii) [ta]x \K1g
(iii) tx \K2g.
For a general function a(x), we cannot find a smooth function t such that
t % x j as xQ+. and t % esx as xQ −., without imposing extra restric-
tions on a(x). However, if we choose t % eRx for R > 0, sufficiently large,
then criteria (i)–(iii) above are satisfied, and we can prove a gain in
regularity. Consequently, as we will describe in more detail below, for the
fully nonlinear Eq. (6.1), we will choose our weight function t % eR(rx+sy)
where R > 0 sufficiently large and (r, s) satisfies Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for
all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0).
Recall that for the semilinear case, the gain of regularity result relied on
the existence and persistence properties of Sections 4 and 5. Before stating
a special case of the gain of regularity result for the fully nonlinear
Eq. (6.1), we state the main existence assumption for the fully nonlinear
Eq. (6.1) under which we have proven a gain in regularity theorem.
Assumption 6.1 (Existence Hypothesis). Assume Eq. (6.1) satisfies
Assumptions (B1)–(B4). Let k0 > 0 and N be an integer \ 8. Let (r, s)
satisfy Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0) and let R > 0 be
chosen sufficiently large. Then for all f ¥HN with the weight 1+eR(rx+sy)
with
F (1+eR(rx+sy)) C
|a| [ 8
(“af)2 [ k20 (6.8)
there exists a unique solution u of (6.1) for a time interval [0, T] depending
only on k0 such that u(x, y, 0)=f(x, y) and
sup
0 [ t [ T
F (1+eR(rx+sy)) C
|a| [N
(“au)2+FT
0
F eR(rx+sy) C
|a| [N+1
(“au)2 <+..
(6.9)
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Remarks. (1) We have not proven this existence hypothesis for all
equations of type (6.1) for which we have proven a gain in regularity
theorem. Consequently, we state it here as an assumption. In Section 8,
however, we prove sufficient conditions on Eq. (6.1) for which such an
assumption holds.
(2) The above assumption is a weighted existence theorem for (6.1).
If an equation of the form (6.1) is well-posed in an unweighted space, then
a persistence property can be proven as in Theorem 5.1. In particular, if
one can prove that for f ¥H8(R2) there exists a solution u ¥ L.([0, T];
H8(R2)) for a time T depending only on the norm of f ¥H8(R2), then if f
also satisfies (6.8), then the solution u will satisfy (6.9).
Gain of Regularity for the Fully Nonlinear Equation. Assume
Eq. (6.1) satisfies Assumptions (B1)–(B4) and Assumption 6.1 stated above.
Let T > 0 and let u be the solution of (6.1) in the region R2×[0, T] such that
F (1+eR(rx+sy)) C
|a| [ 8
(“au)2 <+.
for all R > 0, where (r, s) satisfies Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ]
(0, 0). Then u(t) ¥ C.(R2) for 0 < t [ T.
We will state the main theorem for the gain of regularity for the fully
nonlinear Eq. (6.1) in its full generality in Section 7. First, we define the
weight functions and notation to be used in the next two sections.
Choice of Weight Function. As before, we will be using weight
functions which depend only on rx+sy, where (r, s) satisfies
Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0). As described above, we will
not be using a weight function behaving like a power, but instead will be
using exponential weight functions. We define our weight classes as
follows. We say that a positive C. function t belongs to the weight class
Y r, sJ, R, k , where J, R \ 0, k \ 0 is an integer, if t(rx+sy, t) satisfies the
following:
0 < c1 [ t−ke−J(rx+sy)t(rx+sy, t) [ c1 for rx+sy < −1
0 < c1 [ t−ke−R(rx+sy)t(rx+sy, t) [ c2 for rx+sy > 1
(t |“tt|+|“ jxt|+|“ jyt|)/t [ c3 in R2×[0, T] for all j.
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Thus t looks like tk as tQ 0, like eR(rx+sy) as rx+syQ+. and like eJ(rx+sy)
as rx+syQ −..
Again we assume r, s fixed and thus in the definitions below drop the
superscript notation, letting YJ, R, k — Y r, sJ, R, k for a given r, s.
Notation. We introduce the following notation for our weighted
Sobolev spaces. For b \ 0, let Hb(YJ, R, k) be the space of functions with
finite norm
||f( · , t) ||2Hb(YJ, R, k)=F C
|a| [ b
(“af)2 |t(rx+sy, t)| dx dy (6.10)
for any t ¥ YJ, R, k and 0 [ t [ T. Again, although this norm depends on t,
all choices of t in this class lead to equivalent norms. With the same nota-
tion, for b \ 0, let Lp(Hb(YJ, R, k)) be the space of functions with finite
norm
||f||pLp(Hb(YJ, R, k))=F
T
0
3F C
|a| [ b
(“af)2 |t(rx+sy, t)| dx dy4 p2 dt, (6.11)
where t ¥ YJ, R, k.
7. GAIN OF REGULARITY— FULLY NONLINEAR EQUATION
In this section we state and prove our main theorem on the gain of
regularity for the fully nonlinear Eq. (6.1). We also prove the main esti-
mates on the remainder terms.
Theorem 7.1. Assume Eq. (6.1) satisfies Assumptions (B1)–(B4) and
Assumption 6.1. Let T > 0 and let u be the solution of (6.1) in the region
R2×[0, T] such that u ¥ L.(H8(Y r, s0, R, 0)) for some R > 0 sufficiently large,
where (r, s) satisfies Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0). Then
u ¥ L.(H8+l(Y r, sR, R, l)) 5 L2(H9+l(Y r, sR, R, l)), (7.1)
for 0 [ l [ L, where L is some integer depending on R and fuxxx , ..., fuyyy .
Remark. As described in the previous section, we will choose our
weight function to be eR(rx+sy) for R > 0 sufficiently large. As will be shown
below (and as may be expected) the number of times the inductive argu-
ment may be repeated will depend on the size of R.
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In what follows, we assume r, s are fixed and satisfy the assumptions in
the statement of Theorem 7.1. Consequently, we drop the superscript
notation and let YR, R, k — Y r, sR, R, k . As in the proof for the semilinear case, the
proof of Theorem 7.1 relies on an inductive argument, where on each step
of the induction, we combine a priori estimates with our inductive
hypothesis to prove bounds on higher derivatives. We now state the
Lemma for these main estimates.
Lemma 7.2 (Main Estimates). For u, a solution of (6.1), sufficiently
smooth and with sufficient decay at infinity,
sup
0 [ t [ T
C
|a|=b
F tb(“au)2+F
T
0
F gb(“aux)2+F
T
0
F gb(“auy)2 [ C (7.2)
for 9 [ b [ L+8, where L depends on R, tb ¥ YR, R, b−8, gb ¥ YR, R, b−8, where
C depends only on the norms of u in
L.(Hc(YR, R, c−8)) 5 L2(Hc+1(YR, R, c−8)) (7.3)
for 8 [ c [ b−1 and on the norm of u in L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)).
The proof is similar to Lemma 3.2 in Section 3. For each 9 [ b [ 8+L,
where L depends on the size of R, we take a derivatives of (6.1) where
|a|=b. We then multiply our differentiated equation by 2tb(“au) where
tb — F
rx+sy
−.
gb(z, t) dz for gb ¥ YR, R, b−8 (7.4)
and integrate over R2. Upon doing so, we get the following identity,
C
|a|=b
“t F t(“au)2+F {3 “x[fuxxxt]−2a1t “x[fuxxx]
+“y[fuxxyt]−2a2t “y[fuxxy]}(“aux)2
+F {2 “x[fuxxyt]−2a1t“x[fuxxy]+2 “y[fuxyyt]
−2a2t “y[fuxyy]}(“aux)(“auy)
+F {“x[fuxyyt]−2a1t “x[fuxyy]+3 “y[fuyyyt]
−2a2t “y[fuyyy]}(“auy)2
−F 2ta2 “y[fuxxx](“ (a1, a2 −1)uxy)(“ (a1, a2 −1)uxx)
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−F 2ta1“x[fuyyy](“ (a1 −1, a2)uxy)(“ (a1 −1, a2)uyy)
−F 2t{fuxx (“aux)2+fuxy (“aux)(“auy)+fuyy (“auy)2}
+F G1(“au)2+F G2+F 2t(“au) S1+F 2t(“au) S2=0, (7.5)
where t=tb,
G1=a1 “2x[t “x[fuxxx]]+a1 “xy[t “x[fuxxy]]
+a2 “2x[t “y[fuxxy]]+a1 “2y[t “x[fuxyy]]
+a2 “xy[t “y[fuxyy]]+a2 “2y[t “y[fuyyy]]−“3x[fuxxxt]−“2x “y[fuxxyt]
−“x “2y[fuxyyt]−“3y[fuyyyt]+“2x[tfuxx]
+“xy[tfuxy]+“2y[tfuyy], (7.6)
G2=−a2 “xy[t “y[fuxxx]](“ (a1, a2 −1)ux)2
−a1 “xy[t “x[fuyyy]](“ (a1 −1, a2)uy)2
+2a2 “2x[t“y[fuxxx]](“ (a1, a2 −1)uy)(“ (a1, a2 −1)ux)
+2a1 “2y[t“x[fuyyy]](“ (a1 −1, a2)ux)(“ (a1 −1, a2)uy), (7.7)
the terms in S1 are of order b+1, namely
S1 — 1a12 2 “2x[fuxxx](“ (a1 −2, a2)uxxx)+a1a2 “xy[fuxxx](“ (a1 −1, a2 −1)uxxx)
+1a2
2
2 “2y[fuxxx](“ (a1, a2 −2)uxxx)+· · ·+1a12 2 “2x[fuyyy](“ (a1 −2, a2)uyyy)
+a1a2 “xy[fuyyy](“ (a1 −1, a2 −1)uyyy)+1a22 2 “2y[fuyyy](“ (a1, a2 −2)uyyy)
+{a1 “x[fuxx](“ (a1 −1, a2)uxx)+· · ·+a2 “y[fuyy](“ (a1, a2 −1)uyy)}
+fux (“aux)+fuy (“auy), (7.8)
and the terms in > t(“au) S2 are given by Lemma 7.3 below. By assumption
(B2), we know the seventh integral in (7.5) can be chosen to be non-nega-
tive. Therefore, by the choice of t and assumption (B1), for 9 [ b [ 8+L
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where L \ 1 depends on the size of R, we can find constants K1, K2 > 0
such that
C
|a|=b
F t( · , t)(“au)2+K1 F
t
0
F g(“aux)2+K2 F
t
0
F g(“auy)2 [ F t( · , 0)(“af)2
+:F t
0
F G1(“au)2 :+:F t
0
F G2 :+:F t
0
F 2t(“au) S1 :+:F t
0
F 2t(“au)S2 :. (7.9)
Notice that the size of L (the number of times the inductive argument can
be repeated) is dependent on being able to find constants K1, K2 > 0
satisfying (7.9) above. By assumption (B1), for each a there exists an S > 0
such that for t ¥ YS, S, k, (7.5) implies there exist constants K1, K2 > 0
satisfying (7.9). Note that such a choice of S may depend on a. Therefore,
the size of L above may depend on the initial choice of R.
Our goal is to bound terms on the right-hand side of (7.9) in terms of
(7.3) and the norm of u ¥ L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)). Before proving this, we state the
form of all terms in > t0 > 2t(“au) S2.
Lemma 7.3 (Form of remainder terms). All terms in the integrand of
F t
0
F 2tb(“au) S2
are of the form
tb(Dnf) · (“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au), (7.10)
where
Dnf — “p3u3 “
p2
u2 “
p1
u1 “
p0
u “m1x “m2y f
“p3u3 — “
p3, 0
uxxx “
p2, 1
uxxy “
p1, 2
uxyy “
p0, 3
uyyy , “
p2
u2 — “
p2, 0
uxx “
p1, 1
uxy “
p0, 2
uyy ,
“p1u1 — “
p1, 0
ux “
p0, 1
uy , 1 [ |n1 | [ · · · [ |np | [ |a|,
and
p=p3+p2+p1+p0 \ 0 (7.11)
|n1 |+· · ·+|np |+|a|+m1+m2=2 |a|+3p3+2p2+p1 (7.12)
p+|np−1 |+|np | [ |a|+8. (7.13)
Proof. Follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 in Section 3. L
We now give the proof of Lemma 7.2.
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Proof of Lemma 7.2. We must show that the terms on the right-hand
side of (7.9) are all bounded by a constant depending only on (7.3) and the
norm of u ¥ L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)), thus proving our lemma. This proof is similar
to the proof of Lemma 3.2 for the semilinear case. Consequently, we will
omit some of the details.
First, we notice that t — tb ¥ YR, R, b−8. Therefore, t( · , 0)=0. Second, as
in the proof of Lemma 3.2, it can easily be shown that
:F t
0
F G1(“au)2 :+:F t
0
F G2 : [ C,
where C depends at most on (7.3) and ||u||L.(H8(R 2)) because of assumption
(B3) on f and the fact that |“ct| [ Ct. The terms in |> t0 > t(“au) S1 | can also
be handled as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 by integrating by parts once.
Therefore, we only need to consider the remainder terms in
> t0 > 2t(“au) S2. It remains to show that all remainder terms of this form are
bounded by constants depending only on (7.3) and the norm of
u ¥ L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)). By Lemma 7.3, each of these terms is of the form
F t
0
F tb(Dnf)(“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au), (7.14)
where tb ¥ YR, R, b−8. We use a similar technique as in the proof of Lemma
3.2, namely we break up terms of the form (7.14), being sure to provide
each term with an appropriate amount of the weight function. The main
difference in this proof is the use of the exponential weight function. In
particular, for the proof of Lemma 3.2 for each b \ 7 we bound (3.6) by a
constant depending on (3.7) and ||u||L.(H6(Y0, L, 0)). Notice that for rx+sy
[ −1, these weighted norms depend on a weight function es(rx+sy) for s > 0
arbitrary. Here we need to show that for b \ 9, every term of the form
(7.14) is bounded by a constant depending on (7.3) and ||u||L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)). In
this case, for rx+sy [ −1, the weighted norms in (7.3) depend on eR(rx+sy)
for R > 0 fixed. Consequently, for terms “niu in (7.14) where |ni | \ 8, we will
use the weighted interpolation estimate, proven in the Appendix, of the
form
||“nu||Lq(Yl1 , l2 , l3 ) [ ||u||
h
H8(Y0, m2, m3 )
||u||1−hH c(YR, n2, n3 ) , (7.15)
where
|n|−
2
q
=(8−1) h+(|c|−1)(1−h)
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and
l1
q
=
R
2
(1−h)
li
q
=
mi
2
h+
ni
2
(1−h), i=2, 3.
First we consider the case where |ni | [ b−1 for 1 [ i [ p.
The Case |ni | [ b−1 for 1 [ i [ p. Let q be the largest integer such that
|ni | [ 7 for 1 [ i [ q.
For these terms, we will use the fact that
1F (“niu)mi 2 1mi [ C ||u||H8(Y0, R, 0),
for all mi such that 2 [ mi <+.. For now we assume p \ q+1.
The Subcase p \ q+1. Therefore, by the assumption that |ni | [ b−1
for 1 [ i [ p,
8 [ |ni | [ b−1 for q+1 [ i [ p.
For these terms, we use the weighted interpolation estimate (7.15) above.
With these ideas in mind, we now divide a term of the form (7.14). For
ease of notation, we define
z — rx+sy.
Recall that tb ¥ YR, R, b−8. We divide the integral as
:F t
0
F tb(Dnf)(“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au) :
[ CFT
0
:F tb−8eRz(“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au) :
[ sup
0 [ t [ T
TM(sup
z \ 1
eQ1z+ sup
z [ −1
eQ2z) · 1F t1(“n1u)m1 2 1m1 · · · 1F tp(“npu)mp 2 1mp
·FT
0
1F
A
tb−9eRz(“au)22 12 , (7.16)
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where
ti ¥ Y0, mi R2 , 0 for 1 [ i [ q
ti ¥ YJi, mi R2 , ki for q+1 [ i [ p
and mi, Ji, ki are defined as follows. If q \ 1, meaning there exists at least
one factor of “niu in (7.14) such that |ni | [ 7, we let mi be chosen sufficiently
large. In particular, choosing E such that 0 < E < 1/2(q−1), we let
mi=
1
E
for 1 [ i [ q (7.17)
and let
mi=
2(p−q)
1−2qE
for q+1 [ i [ p. (7.18)
If |ni | \ 8 for all i, we let
mi=2(p−q) for 1 [ i [ p. (7.19)
Under these choices for mi, we have
C
p
i=1
1
mi
+
1
2
=1,
as desired. In addition, in the estimate above, we let the power of t be
chosen such that
ki=mi
(b−9)
2
(1−hi) (7.20)
where
hi=
b−2−|ni |+2/mi
b−9
for b \ 10, (7.21)
hi=0 for b=9. (7.22)
With these choices, we define Ji as follows. Let
Ji=mi
R
2
(1−hi).
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We claim that each term on the right-hand side of (7.16) is bounded by a
constant depending only on (7.3) and the norm of u in L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)). In
addition, we claim that M, Q2 \ 0 and that Q1 [ 0 and therefore the terms
TM, supz \ 1 eQ1z and supz [ −1 eQ2z are all bounded.
First, we will show that each term on the right-hand side of (7.16) is
bounded by a constant depending only on (7.3) and the norm of u in
L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)).
For 1 [ i [ q, by assumption |ni | [ 7. Therefore, we use the estimates
sup
0 [ t [ T
1F ti(“niu)mi 2 1mi [ C sup
0 [ t [ T
1 F (1+emi R2 z)(“niu)mi 2 1mi
[ C sup
0 [ t [ T
>(1+e R2 z)(“niu)>
H1(R 2)
[ C sup
0 [ t [ T
||u||H8(Y0, R, 0).
For q+1 [ i [ p, we use the weighted interpolation estimate (7.15)
discussed above. For ease of notation, we define the following spaces. Let
A — {(x, y): z — rx+sy \ 1}
B — {(x, y): z — rx+sy [ −1}.
Therefore, we estimate
sup
0 [ t [ T
1F
A
tkiemi
R
2 z(“niu)mi 2 1mi= sup
0 [ t [ T
||t
(b−9)
2 (1−hi)e
R
2 z(“niu) ||Lmi(A)
[ C sup
0 [ t [ T
||u||hiH8(Y0, R, 0) ||u||
1−hi
Hb−1(YR, R, b−9)
.
Similarly,
sup
0 [ t [ T
1F
B
tkieJi z(“niu)mi 2 1mi [ sup
0 [ t [ T
||u||hiH8(B) ||u||
1−hi
Hb−1(YR, R, b−9)
,
where each of the terms above are bounded by (7.3) and ||u||L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)).
Last, we have
FT
0
1F tb−9eRz(“au)22 12 [ C FT
0
F tb−9eRz(“au)2,
which is bounded by (7.3).
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We have shown that by dividing a term of the form (7.14) in this way,
the resulting terms are all bounded by the norms stated in Lemma 7.2.
Next we need to show that M, Q2 \ 0 and Q1 [ 0 so that TM and
(supA eQ1z+supB eQ2z) are all bounded. First, we consider M. For M, we
have
M=(b−8)− C
p
j=q+1
kj
mj
−
(b−9)
2
=(b−8)− C
p
j=q+1
(b−9)
2
(1−hj)−
(b−9)
2
.
Therefore,
2M=(2b−16)−(b−9) C
p
j=q=1
R1−˛ b−2−|nj |+ 2mj
b−9
ˇS−(b−9)
=b−7−(b−9) C
p
j=q+1
R |nj |−7− 2mj
b−9
S
\ b−7− C
p
j=q+1
|nj |+7(p−q)
\ 34q3+3q2+2q1+q0+ Cp
j=q+1
|nj |−3p3−2p2−p1 4
−7− C
p
j=q+1
|nj |+7(p−q)
\ p+3(p−q)−7 \ p−4 \ 0
for p \ 4, or p \ 2 if p \ q+2. We will consider the case p [ 3, p=q+1
later.
Now we will consider Q1. In particular, we have
Q1=R−
R
2
p−
R
2
[ 0
as long as p \ 1, as desired.
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Now we will show that Q2 \ 0, and consequently supB eQ2(rx+sy) is
bounded. In particular,
Q2=R−
R
2
− C
p
j=q+1
Jj
mj
=
R
2
−
R
2
C
p
j=q+1
(1−hj)
=
R
2
−
R
2
C
p
j=q+1
R1−˛b−2−|nj |+ 2mj
b−9
ˇS .
Therefore,
2
R
Q2(b−9)=(b−9)− C
p
j=q+1
1 |nj |−7− 2mj 2
\ 4q3+3q2+2q1+q0+ C
p
j=q+1
|nj |−3p3−2p2
−p1−9− C
p
j=q+1
|nj |+7(p−q)
\ p+3(p−q)−9 \ p−6 > 0
for p \ 6 by the assumption that p \ q+1. We also note that Q2 \ 0 for
p \ 3 if p \ q+2. So it remains to consider the cases p=1 or 2 or 3 [ p [ 5
if p=q+1.
The Subcase p=1, 2 or 3 [ p [ 5 if p=q+1. Recall that in the region
A={(x, y): z — rx+sy \ 1}, we proved that Q1 [ 0 for all p \ 1, and
therefore, the term eQ1(rx+sy) is bounded. Therefore, we only need to con-
sider the region B={(x, y): z — rx+sy [ −1} here.
First we consider the case p=q+1, 2 [ p [ 5 or p=1. The fact that
p=q+1 implies that |ni | [ 7 for 1 [ i [ p−1. For these cases we break up
the integral as
:F t
0
F
B
tb−8eRz(Dnf)(“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au) :
[ sup
0 [ t [ T
TM sup
B
eQ2zC 1F
B
(“n1u)m1 2 1m1 · · ·1F
B
(“np−1u)mp−1 2 1mp−1
·FT
0
1F
B
tkpeRpz(“npu)mp 2 1mp 1F
B
tb−9eRz(“au)22 12 .
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If p \ 2, choose E such that 0 < E < 1/2q. If p=1, let E=0. With these
choices, we let
mi=
1
E
for 1 [ i [ p−1
mp=
2(p−q)
1−2qE
.
In addition, we let
kp=mp
(b−9)
2
(1−hp)
hp=
b−1−|np |+
2
mp
b−8
Rp=mp
R
2
(1−hp).
Now for 1 [ i [ p−1, we have
sup
0 [ t [ T
1F
B
(“niu)mi 2 1mi [ sup
0 [ t [ T
||“niu||H1(B)
[ sup
0 [ t [ T
||u||H8(Y0, R, 0),
while for the np term, by our weighted interpolation estimate from the
Appendix, we have
FT
0
1F
B
tkpeRpz(“npu)mp 2 1mp [ FT
0
||u||hpH8(B) ||u||
1−hp
Hb(YR, R, b−9)
.
It remains to show for this case thatM \ 0 and Q2 \ 0. First,
M=(b−8)−
(b−9)
2
(1−hp)−
(b−9)
2
.
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Therefore,
2M=b−7−(b−9) R
1−
b−1−|np |+
2
mp
b−8
S
=b−7− 1 |np |−7− 2mp 2+R |np |−7− 2mp
b−8
S
=b−|np |+
2
mp
+ R |np |−7− 2mp
b−8
S > 0,
by the assumption that b \ |np | \ 8, b \ 9, and 2mp [ 1.
Now for Q2, we have
Q2=R−
Rp
mp
−
R
2
=
R
2
−
R
2
(1−hp)
=
R
2
−
R
2
R |np |−7− 2mp
b−8
S .
Therefore,
2
R
Q2(b−8)=b−8−|np |+7+
2
mp
> 0
by the assumption that |np | [ b−1.
Now we need to consider the case when p=2, p=q+2. In this case,
8 [ |n1 |, |n2 | [ b−1. Consequently, we break up the integral as
:F t
0
F
B
tb−8eRz(“n1u)(“n2u)(“au) : [ sup
0 [ t [ T
TMeQ2z FT
0
1F
B
tk1eJ1z(“n1u)42 14
·1F
B
tk2eJ2z(“n2u)42 14 1F
B
tb−9eRz(“au)22 12 ,
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where
ki=2(b−9)(1−hi)
hi=
b− 12−|ni |
b−8
Ji=2R(1−hi).
Now for i=1, 2, we use the interpolation estimate,
1F tk1eJiz(“niu)mi 2 1mi [ ||u||hiH8(B) ||u||1−hiHb(YR, R, b−9) .
Therefore, we have
:F t
0
F
B
tb−8eRz(“n1u)(“n2u)(“au) : [ sup
0 [ t [ T
TM sup
B
eQ2z FT
0
||u||h1+h2H8(B) ||u||
1−h1+1−h2
Hb(YR, R, b−9)
·1F
B
tb−9eRz(“au)22 12
[ C sup
0 [ t [ T
TM sup
B
eQ2z 1FT
0
||u||4−2h1 −2h2Hb(YR, R, b−9)
2 12
· 1FT
0
F
B
tb−9eRz(“au)22 .
Notice that 4−2h1−2h2 [ 2 because
h1+h2=
2b−1−|n1 |− |n2 |
b−8
\ 1
by (7.13), namely the fact that p+|np−1 |+|np | [ b+8. Therefore,
1FT
0
||u||4−2h1 −2h2Hb(YR, R, b−9)
2 12 [ 1FT
0
||u||2Hb(YR, R, b−9)
2 12 ,
which is bounded by (7.3), as desired. Also notice that
1FT
0
F
B
tb−9eRz(“au)22 [ C,
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where C depends only on (7.3). It remains to show thatM, Q2 \ 0. First,
M=b−8−
k1
4
−
k2
4
−
b−9
2
=b−8−
(b−9)
2
(1−h1)−
(b−9)
2
(1−h2)−
b−9
2
.
Therefore,
2M=b−7−(b−9)(2−h1−h2) \ 2 > 0
by the fact that h1+h2 \ 1, proven above. Similarly,
Q2=R−
J1
4
−
J2
4
−
R
2
=
R
2
−
R
2
(1−h1)−
R
2
(1−h2) \ 0,
by the fact that h1+h2 \ 1.
Thus far we have assumed p \ q+1. We now consider the case p=q.
The Subcase p=q. Therefore, |ni | [ 7 for 1 [ i [ p. In the region
A={(x, y); z — rx+sy \ 1}, we have
:F t
0
F
A
tb−8eRz(Dnf)(“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au) :
[ C sup
0 [ t [ T
TM sup
A
eQ1z 1F
A
em1
R
2 z(“n1u)m12 1m1 · · ·1F
A
emp−1
R
2 z(“np−1u)mp−12 1mp−1
·FT
0
1F
A
emp
R
2 z(“npu)mp 2 1mp 1F
A
tb−9eRz(“au)22 12 .
In the region B={(x, y); z — rx+sy [ −1}, we have
:F t
0
F
B
tb−8eRx(Dnf)(“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au):
[ C sup
0 [ t [ T
TM sup
B
eQ2z 1F
B
(“n1u)m1 2 1m1 · · ·1F
B
(“np−1u)mp−1 2 1mp−1
·FT
0
1F
B
(“npu)mp 2 1mp 1F
B
tb−9eRz(“au)22 12 .
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For 1 [ i [ p,
1F
A
emi
R
2 z(“niu)mi 2 1mi+1F
B
(“niu)mi 2 1mi [ C ||u||L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)).
It is straightforward to check thatM, Q2 \ 0 and Q1 [ 0.
The Case |np |=b. By (7.13), p+|np−1 | [ 8 and thus |np−1 | [ 6. We
estimate as
:F t
0
F tb−8eRx(Dnf)(“n1u) · · · (“npu)(“au) :
[ sup
0 [ t [ T
T |“n1u|L. · · · |“np−1u|L.
·1FT
0
F tb−9eRx(“npu)22 12 1FT
0
F tb−9eRx(“au)22 12
[ T ||u||p−1H8 1FT
0
F tb−9eRx(“npu)22 12 1FT
0
F tb−9eRx(“au)22 12 ,
and these terms are bounded by (7.3) and the norm of u in L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)),
as desired. L
We now prove our main theorem on the gain of regularity for the fully
nonlinear Eq. (6.1).
Proof of Theorem 7.1. The proof follows as in the proof of Theorem
3.1. Let t0 ¥ [0, T) and let {f (n)( · )} be a sequence of functions in C.0 (R2)
which converges to u( · , t0) strongly in H8(Y0, R, 0). By Assumption 6.7 (or
Theorem 8.2 if Eq. (6.1) satisfies an extra condition), there exists a unique
solution u (n) with initial data f (n) for a time interval [t0, t0+d] where d > 0
does not depend on n. In addition,
u (n) ¥ L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)) 5 L2(H9(YR, R, 0)) (7.23)
with a bound that depends only on the norm of f (n) ¥H8(Y0, R, 0), and there
exist non-uniform bounds
sup
t ¥ [t0, t0+d]
sup
(x, y)
(1+eR(rx+sy)) |“au (n)(x, y, t)| < +. (7.24)
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for each n, R, and a. Therefore, the a priori estimates in Lemma 7.2 are
justified for each u (n) in the interval [t0, t0+d]. Starting our inductive
argument at b=9, we conclude
u (n) ¥ L.([t0, t0+d]; H8+l(YR, R, l)) 5 L2([t0, t0+d]; H9+l(YR, R, l)) (7.25)
for 0 [ l [ L, where L depends on R and fuxxx , ..., fuyyy . Using a conver-
gence argument, we conclude that u lies in the same space. Since d is fixed,
this result is valid over the whole interval [0, T]. L
8. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS—FULLY
NONLINEAR EQUATION
In the previous section, we proved a gain in regularity theorem for fully
nonlinear equations of the form (6.1) which satisfy Assumptions (B1)–(B4)
and Assumption 6.1. Using a technique similar to the existence proof in
Section 4 for the semilinear equation, we can prove this assumption for
certain equations of type (6.1). In this section, we prove sufficient condi-
tions for which Assumption 6.1 is satisfied. Specifically, we assume the
following decay condition.
Assumption 8.1. For (r, s) satisfying Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all
(w1, w2) ] (0, 0), we assume there exist constants K, E > 0, such that
|“xa|, ..., |“xd| [
K
|rx+sy|1+E
for rx+sy < −1
|“ya|, ..., |“yd| [
K
|rx+sy|1+E
for rx+sy < −1,
(8.1)
where a, ..., d denote fuxxx , ..., fuyyy , respectively.
Remark. Assumption 8.1 allows us to prove an existence theorem of the
type described in Assumption 6.1 by the same methods as used in Section 4
for the semilinear case. In particular, this assumption is used to prove a
differential inequality for (6.1) analagous to the differential inequality
(4.8) for the semilinear Eq. (2.1). This differential inequality used in our
existence proof for (6.1) is contained in Lemma 8.3. Assumption 8.1 is also
used in our uniqueness lemma below.
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With this assumption on the derivatives of fuxxx , ..., fuyyy , we define a
smooth weight function tB for B [ −2 as follows. Let g ¥ YR, R, 0. Let
tB — 1+
k(rx+sy)
|rx+sy|
E
2
+F rx+sy
−.
g(z, t) dz for rx+sy [ B
tB — 2+F
rx+sy
−.
g(z, t) dz for rx+sy \ B+1,
(8.2)
where k is a smooth function such that k(z) — 1 for z [ B < −2 and
k(z)=|z|
E
2 for z \ B+1. Note, in particular, that tB ¥ Y0, R, 0.
Lemma 8.1 (Uniqueness). Let 0 < T <.. Assume Eq. (6.1) satisfies
Assumptions (B1)–(B4) and Assumption 8.1. Then for f ¥H8(Y0, R, 0), R > 0
sufficiently large, there is at most one solution u ¥ L.([0, T]; H8(Y0, R, 0)) of
(6.1) with initial data f.
Proof. Assume u, v are two solutions of (6.1) in L.([0, T]; H8(Y0, R, 0))
with the same initial data. Therefore,
“t(u−v)+C
9
j=0
{f(..., “cj+1v, “cju, “cj−1u, ...)
−f(..., “cj+1v, “cjv, “cj−1u, ...)}=0. (8.3)
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we may write (8.3) as
“t(u−v)+C
9
j=0
h (j)(“cju−“cjv)=0, (8.4)
where the h (j) are smooth functions of uxxx, vxxx, ... . Now multiplying (8.4)
by 2tB(u−v) where tB is defined by (8.2) for B [ −2, |B| sufficiently large,
and integrating over (x, y) ¥ R2, performing the necessary integration by
parts, our equation becomes
“t F t(u−v)2+F {3“x[th (9)]+“y[th (8)]}(ux−vx)2
+F 2{“x[th (8)]+“y[th (7)]}(ux−vx)(uy−vy)
+F {“x[th (7)]+3“y[th (6)]}(uy−vy)2
−2 F t{h (5)(ux−vx)2+h(4)(ux−vx)(uy−vy)+h(3)(uy−vy)2}
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=F {“3x[th (9)]+“2x“y[th (8)]+“x“2y[th (7)]
+“3y[th (6)]+“x[th (2)]+“y[th (1)]
−“2x[th (5)]−“xy[th (4)]−“2y[th (3)]−2th (0)}(u−v)2.
By the choice of weight function, t=tB, Assumption (B1) on the nonli-
nearity f, and Assumption 8.1, there exist constants K1, K2 > 0 such that
K1 F g(ux−vx)2+K2 F g(uy−vy)2
[ F {3“x[th (9)]+“y[th (8)]}(ux−vx)2
+F 2{“x[th (8)]+“y[th (7)]}(u−v)x(u−v)y
+F {“x[th (7)]+3“y[th (6)]}(uy−vy)2,
where g=tz(z, t). Consequently, using Assumption (B2) on fuxx , fuxy and
fuyy and Gronwall’s inequality as we did in Lemma 4.1, we conclude that
u — v. L
Next we prove our main existence theorem for the fully nonlinear
Eq. (6.1), Assuming (B1)–(B4) and Assumption 8.1, are satisfied. We show
that for f ¥HN(Y0, R, 0), N \ 8, R > 0 sufficiently large, there exists a solu-
tion u ¥ L.([0, T]; HN(Y0, R, 0)) 5 L2([0, T]; HN+1(YR, R, 0)) where the time
of existence T depends only on ||f||H8(Y0, R, 0).
The proof will proceed as in Theorem 4.2 for the semilinear Eq. (2.1).
The main difference is that in this case we prove a weighted existence
theorem. For this case, we apply D3 to (6.1), let u=Lv where L —
(I−D3)−1 and as a result, arrive at a linear approximation of the form,
v (n)t =fuxxx D
3Lv (n)xxx+fuxxy D
3Lv (n)xxy+fuxyy D
3Lv (n)xyy+fuyyy D
3Lv (n)yyy
+{6 “x[fuxxx](“5xLv (n)xxx)+· · ·+6 “y[fuyyy](“5y Lv (n)yyy)}
+fuxx D
3Lv (n)xx+fuxy D
3Lv (n)xy+fuyy D
3Lv (n)yy
+{15 “2x[fuxxx](“4xLv (n)xxx)+· · ·+15 “2y[fuyyy](“4yLv (n)yyy)}
+{6 “x[fuxx](“5x Lv (n)xx )+· · ·+6 “yn[fuyy](“5y Lv (n)yy )}
+fux D
3Lv (n)x +fuy D
3Lv (n)y +O(“bLv (n−1)), (8.5)
where fuxxx=fuxxx (Lv
(n−1)
xxx , ...), etc. We let the initial condition be given by
v (n)(x, y, 0)=f(x, y)−D3f(x, y) and the first approximation be given
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by v (0)(x, y, t)=f(x, y)−D3f(x, y). Assumption 8.1 is used in proving a
differential estimate, analogous to (4.8) in Lemma 4.3, on the sequence of
solutions {v (n)} ¥HN(Y0, R, 0).
We proceed as in Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 8.2 (Existence). Assume Eq. (6.1) satisfies Assumptions
(B1)–(B4) and Assumption 8.1. Let N \ 8 and let k0 > 0. Let (r, s) satisfy
Npn(w1, w2) · (r, s) < 0 for all (w1, w2) ] (0, 0) and let R > 0 be chosen suf-
ficiently large. Then there exists 0 < T <. depending only on k0 such that
for all f ¥HN(Y r, s0, R, 0), such that ||f||H8(Y0, R, 0) [ k0, there exists a solution of
(6.1) with u ¥ L.(HN(Y r, s0, R, 0)) 5 L2([0, T]; HN+1(Y r, sR, R, 0)) with u(x, y, 0)=
f(x, y).
Proof. Again we drop the superscripts and let YJ, R, k — Y r, sJ, R, k . We prove
this result for N=8. The same argument as in Theorem 4.2 shows the
result holds for N \ 9, with the time of existence depending only on
||f||H8(Y0, R, 0). Again, it suffices to prove this result for f ¥ 5 k \ 0Hk(Y0, R, 0).
By Lemma 8.5, for each n, the linear Eq. (8.5) has a unique solution for
any time interval in which the coefficients are defined. We now want to
show that this sequence of solutions {v (n)} is bounded in L.([0, T];
H2(Y0, R, 0)) 5 L2([0, T]; H3(YR, R, 0)) for a time T independent of n. By
Lemma 8.3, we have
“t ||v (n)||2H|a|(Y0, R, 0)+||v (n)||
2
H|a|+1(YR, R, 0)
[ C(1+||v (n−1)||H2(Y0, R, 0)) || v
(n)||2H|a|(Y0, R, 0)
+g(||v (n−1)||Hm(Y0, R, 0)) ||v
(n)||Hm(Y0, R, 0)+h(||v
(n−1)||H|a|(Y0, R, 0)),
where m=max{2, |a|} for smooth functions g, h — g |a|, h |a|. Let |a|=2. Let
k0 \ ||f−D3f||H2(Y0, R, 0) \ ||f||H8(Y0, R, 0). For each iterate, ||v
(n)( · , t) ||H2(Y0, R, 0) is
continuous in t and ||v (n)( · , 0) ||H2(Y0, R, 0) [ k0. Let c
2
0=k
2
0+1 and let
T (n)0 — sup {t; ||v (k)( · , t˜ ) ||H2(Y0, R, 0) [ c0 for 0 [ t˜ [ t, 0 [ k [ n}. (8.6)
Therefore, for t ¥ [0, T (n)0 ], we have
||v (n)( · , t) ||2H2(Y0, R, 0)+F
t
0
||v (n)||2H3(YR, R, 0)
[ ||v (n)( · , 0) ||2H2(Y0, R, 0)+C F
t
0
(1+||v (n−1)||H2(Y0, R, 0)) ||v
(n)||H2(Y0, R, 0)
+F t
0
g(||v (n−1)||H2(Y0, R, 0)) ||v
(n)||2H2(Y0, R, 0)+F
t
0
h(||v (n−1)||H2(Y0, R, 0))
[ k20+C(1+c0) c20t+g(c0) c20t+h(c0) t.
(8.7)
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Choosing T such that
C(1+c0) c
2
0T+g(c0) c
2
0T+h(c0) T [ 1, (8.8)
we conclude that T (n)0 \ T, and,
sup
0 [ t [ T
||v (n)( · , t) ||2H2(Y0, R, 0)+F
T
0
||v (n)||2H3(YR, R, 0) [ c
2
0 . (8.9)
We have shown that v (n) is a bounded sequence in L.([0, T]; H2(Y0, R, 0)).
Therefore, t1/2v (n) ¥ L.([0, T]; H2(R2)), where t ¥ Y0, R, 0. Consequently,
there exists a weak* convergent subsequence, still denoted {v (n)} such that
t1/2v (n) E t
1
2 v in L.([0, T]; H2(R2)). By (8.5), t
1
2 v (n)t , is a sum of terms,
each of which is the product of a coefficient, bounded uniformly in n, and a
function in L2([0, T]; H−1(R2)). Therefore, the sequence, t
1
2 v (n)t is
bounded in L2([0, T]; H−1(R2)). By Aubin’s compactness theorem, there is
a subsequence such that t
1
2 v (n) Q t
1
2 v strongly in L2([0, T]; H1loc(R
2)).
Therefore, for a subsequence, t
1
2 v (n) Q t
1
2 v a.e. in x, y, and t. It follows
that t
1
2 fuxxx D
3Lv (n)xxx Q t
1
2 fuxxx D
3Lvxxx strongly in L2([0, T]; L
1
loc(R
2))
because fuxxx (Lv
(n−1)
xxx , ...)Q fuxxx (Lvxxx, ...) strongly in L
2([0, T]; H4loc(R
2))
and t
1
2 D3Lv (n)xxx E t
1/2 D3Lvxxx weakly in L2([0, T]; H−1(R2)). Similarly, all
other terms converge to their correct limits. Therefore, t1/2“tv (n) Q t
1
2 “tv in
L2([0, T]; L1loc(R
2)) and “tv+(I− D3)f(Lvxxx, ...)=0. Applying L to both
sides of (8.5), we find that Eq. (6.1) is satisfied by u=Lv. In particular,
we have that v ¥ L.(H2(Y0, R, 0)) 5 L2(H3(YR, R, 0)) and therefore, u ¥
L.(H8(Y0, R, 0)) 5 L2(H9(YR, R, 0)).
For N \ 9, the above argument can be extended as in the proof of
Lemma 4.2. L
We now prove the differential inequality used in Theorem 8.2. Here we
also make use of Assumption 8.1 and the weight function tB.
Lemma 8.4. Let v (n), v (n−1) be a pair of functions in C j([0, .); HN(R2))
for all j, N which satisfy (8.5). Denote v — v (n) and w — v (n−1). For every
integer b \ 0 and R > 0 chosen sufficiently large, there exist positive, non-
decreasing functions g (b) and h (b) such that for all t \ 0
“t ||v||2H|a|(Y0, R, 0)+||v||
2
H|a|+1(YR, R, 0)
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)
+g(||w||Hm(Y0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
Hm(Y0, R, 0)+h(||w||H|a|(Y0, R, 0)),
where m=max{2, |a|}.
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Proof. We begin by applying “a to (8.5) where a=(a1, a2) ¥ Z+×Z+
and |a|=b. Therefore,
“avt={fuxxx (“a D3Lvxxx)+· · ·+fuyyy (“a D3Lvyyy)}
+{a1 “x[fuxxx](“ (a1 −1, a2) D3Lvxxx)+a2 “y[fuxxx](“ (a1, a2 −1) D3Lvxxx)
+· · ·+a1 “x[fuyyy](“ (a1 −1, a2) D3Lvyyy)+a2 “y[fuyyy](“ (a1, a2 −1) D3Lvyyy)}
+{6 “x[fuxxx](“a “5x Lvxxx)+· · ·+6 “y[fuyyy](“a “5y Lvyyy)}
+{fuxx (“a D3Lvxx)+fuxy (“a D3Lvxy)+fuyy (“a D3Lvyy)}
+ C
7 [ i+j [ |a|+7
h (i, j) “ (i, j)Lv+ C
|ci |+|a|+6
qi(“mLw, ...)(“ciLw)+p(“cLw, ...)
— I1+·· ·+I7,(8.10)
where |m|=6, |c|=|a|+5, and the h (i, j) are smooth functions depending on
“kLw, ..., where |k|=|a|− i−j+12.
We now multiply (8.10) by 2tB(“av), where tB is defined by (8.2) for
B [ −2, |B| sufficiently large, and integrate over (x, y) ¥ R2. For ease of
notation, we drop the subscript notation and let t — tB in the following
estimates. We begin by looking at the terms in I1. The first term in I1 is
handled as
F 2t(“av)(fuxxx )(“a D3Lvxxx)=F 2tfuxxx (“aLv−“a D3Lv)(“a D3Lvxxx)
— I1(a)+I1(b).
For I1(a), we integrate by parts several times, showing
F 2tfuxxx (“aLv)(“a D3Lvxxx) [ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||2H|a|(W0, R, 0) .
While for I1(b), we have
−2 F tfuxxx (“a D3Lv)(“a D3Lvxxx)
=F “3x[tfuxxx](“a D3Lv)2−3 F “x[tfuxxx](“a D3Lvx)2
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)−3 F “x[tfuxxx](“a D3Lvx)2.
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Similarly, for the other terms in I1, we have
F 2t(“av) fuxxy (“a D3Lvxxy)
[ C (1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)−F “y[tfuxxy](“a D3Lvx)2
−2 F “x[tfuxxy](“a D3Lvx)(“a D3Lvy)
F 2t(“av) fuxyy (“a D3Lvxyy)
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)−F “x[tfuxyy](“a D3Lvy)2
−2 F “y[tfuxyy](“a D3Lvx)(“a D3Lvy),
F 2t(“av)fuyyy (“a D3Lvyyy)
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)−3 F “y[tfuyyy](“a D3Lvy)2.
Now we consider the terms in I2. For example, the first term in I2 is
integrated by parts once,
F 2t(“av) a1 “x[fuxxx](“ (a1 −1, a2) D3Lvxxx)
=F 2a1t “x[fuxxx](“aLv−“a D3Lv)(“a D3Lvxx)
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)
+2 F a1t “x[fuxxx](“a D3Lvx)2.
The other terms of type I2 are handled the same way.
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Now consider terms of type I3. For example, by performing several
integrations by parts, we arrive at the estimate
F 2t(“av){6 “x[fuxxx]}(“a “5xLvxxx)
=12 F t “x[fuxxx](“aLv−“a D3Lv)(“a “6xLvxx)
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)
+12 F t “x[fuxxx](“a D3Lvx)(“a “6xLvx)
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)
+12 F t “x[fuxxx]{(“a “6x Lvx)2+3(“a “6x Lvy)2
+3(“a“4x“2y Lvx)2+(“a“4x “2y Lvy)2}.
Similarly, for the other terms of type I3.
The terms of type I4 are handled as in the following example. In par-
ticular,
F 2t(“av)fuxx (“a D3Lvxx)
=F 2t(“aLv−“a D3Lv) fuxx (“a D3Lvxx)
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)+2 F tfuxx (“a D3Lvx)2.
We now look at the terms in I5. First, if i+j=|a|+7, then the h (i, j)
depend at most on “kLw where k=5. These terms can all be handled by
integrating by parts as in the following example,
F 2t(“av) 1a1
2
2 “2x[fuxxx](“ (a1 −2, a2) D3Lvxxx)
=C F t “2x[fuxxx](“aLv−“a D3Lv)(“a D3Lvx)
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0).
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Next, for terms of type I5, such that 8 [ i+j [ |a|+6, we estimate as
F 2t(“av) h (i, j)(“ (i, j)Lv) [ C |h (i, j)|L. 1F t(“av)22 12 1F t(“ (i, j)Lv)22 12
[ g1(||w||H|a|(Y0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(Y0, R, 0) ,
where g1 is a smooth function, using the fact that 8 [ i+j [ |a|+6 and the
h (i, j) depend at most on “kLw, ... where |k|=|a|− i−j+12. Finally, for a
term in I5, where i+j=7, we use the estimate
F 2t(“av) h (i, j)(“ (i, j)Lv) [ C 1F t(h (i, j))42 14 1F t(“ (i, j)Lv)42 14 1F t(“av)22 12
[ C ||w||H|a|(Y0, R, 0) ||v||
2
Hm(Y0, R, 0) ,
where m=max{2, |a|}, using the fact that H1(R2) … L4(R2) and the fact
that i+j=7 implies h (i, j) depends at most on “kLw where |k|=|a|+5.
Now for terms in I6,
F 2t(“av) C
|ci |=|a|+6
qi(“mLw, ...)(“ciLw) [ g2(||w||H2) ||v||H|a|(Y0, R, 0) ||w||H|a|(Y0, R, 0)
[ g2(||w||H2(Y0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(Y0, R, 0)
+C ||w||2H|a|(Y0, R, 0),
where g2 is a smooth function. Last, for I7, we have
F 2t(“av) p(“cLw, ...) [ h(||w||H|a|) ||v||H|a|.
Combining the above inequalities, we have
C
|a|=b
“t F t(“av)2+F {3 “x[tfuxxx]+“y[tfuxxy]}(“a D3Lvx)2
+F {2 “x[tfuxxy]+2 “y[tfuxyy]}(“a D3Lvx)(“a D3Lvy)
+F {“x[tfuxyy]+3 “y[tfuyyy]}(“a D3Lvy)2
−3F 2a1t “x[fuxxx](“a D3Lvx)2+·· ·+2 F a2t “y[fuyyy](“a D3Lvy)24
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−312 F t “x[fuxxx](“a “6x Lvx)2+·· ·+12 F t “y[fuyyy](“a “6y Lvy)24
−2 F t{fuxx (“a D3Lvx)2+fuxy (“a D3Lvx)(“a D3Lvy)+fuyy (“a D3Lvy)2}
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)+g(||w||Hm(Y0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
Hm(Y0, R, 0)
+h(||w||H|a|(Y0, R, 0)), (8.11)
where m=max{2, |a|} and g, h — g |a|, h |a| are smooth, positive, nondecreas-
ing functions.
First, we note that by Assumption (B2) on fuxx , ..., fuyy , the last integral
on the left-hand side of (8.11) is positive. Second, note that the 5th and 6th
integrals in (8.11) depend on t but no derivatives of t. Therefore, by
Assumption (B1) on fuxxx , ..., fuyyy , Assumption 8.1, and the choice of
weight function tB defined in (8.2), we conclude there exists a constant K,
such that
C
|a|=b
“t F t(“av)2+K F g C
|c|=7
(“c(“aLv))2
[ C(1+||w||H2(W0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
H|a|(W0, R, 0)
+g(||w||Hm(Y0, R, 0)) ||v||
2
Hm(Y0, R, 0)+h(||w||H|a|(Y0, R, 0)), (8.12)
where m=max{2, |a|}, thus, proving our lemma. L
We now prove an existence theorem for a linear equation of form (8.5).
Lemma 8.5. Given initial data k ¥4N \ 0 HN(R2), there exists a unique
solution of (8.5). The solution is defined in any time interval in which the
coefficients are defined.
Proof. The linear equation which is to be solved at each iteration has
the form
Lv=d, (8.13)
where
L=“t−b0 D3L “3x−b1 D3L “2x“y−b2 D3L “x“2y
−b3 D3L “3y−{6b4 “5x L “3x+·· ·+6b5 “5y L “3y}
−{b6 D3L “2x+b7 D3L “xy+b8 D3L “2y}
−{15b9 “4x L “3x+·· ·+15b10 “4y L “3y}
−{6b11 “5x L “2x+·· ·+6b12“5y L “2y}−b13 D3L “x−b14 D3L “y
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for smooth, bounded coefficients bi and d. Fix an arbitrary time T > 0 and
a constantM> 0. Introduce the bilinear form
Og, hP=FT
0
F e−Mttgh dx dy dt, (8.14)
where t=tB is defined by (8.2) for B [ −2 such that |B| is sufficiently
large and R > 0 sufficiently large, defined on C.0 (R
2×[0, T]), the set of
smooth functions with compact support in R2, which vanish for t=0. By
our choice of t and our estimates from Lemma 8.4 we know that
OLv, vP \ Ov, vP. Similarly, OLgw, wP \ Ow, wP for w ¥ D={w ¥ C.0 :
w(x, y, T) — 0}. Therefore, <Lgw,Lgv > is an inner product on D. The
proof is completed as in Lemma 4.4. L
Corollary 8.6. Let f ¥HN(Y0, R, 0) for some N \ 8 and let f (n) be a
sequence converging to f in HN(Y0, R, 0). Let u and u (n) be the corresponding
unique solutions, given by Theorems 8.2 and 8.3, in L.(HN(Y0, R, 0)) for a
time T depending only on supn ||f (n)||H8(Y0, R, 0). Then u
(n) E u weak* in
L.(HN(Y0, R, 0)).
Proof. This proof follows as in the proof of Theorem 8.3 above, using
the ideas of Corollary 4.5. L
APPENDIX A: TECHNICAL LEMMA
In Lemma A.1 we prove a weighted interpolation estimate used in
Section 8.
Lemma A.1 (Weighted Interpolation Estimates). For 8 [ |n| [ |c|,
2 [ q <+., we have the estimate
||“nu||Lq(Yr, sl1, l2 , l3 ) [ ||u||
h
H8(Y
r, s
m1, m2 , m3
) ||u||
1−h
H c(Y
r, s
n1, n2 , n3
) (A.1)
where
|n|−
2
q
=(8− |c|) h+|c|−1,
and
li
q
=
mi
2
h+
ni
2
(1−h), i=1, 2, 3.
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Proof. Dividing the powers of t on the left-hand side of (A.1) between
the terms on the right-hand side is straightforward, so we concentrate on
dividing the term e l(rx+sy). (Assume, without loss of generality that l1=l2.)
Without loss of generality, we assume r=1, s=0. Choose a partition of
unity qj \ 0, such that qj ¥ C.(R2), supp qj … (2(j−1), 2(j+1))×R,
;j qj=1 in R2 with supp qj 5 supp qj Œ=” for j ¨ {jŒ, jŒ+1}.
By Sobolev’s embedding theorem, we have
||“nu||Lq(R 2) [ ||u||hH8(R 2) ||u||1−hH c(R 2) , (A.2)
where
|n|−
2
q
=(8− |c|) h+|c|−1. (A.3)
Therefore,
1F e lx(“n(qju))q2=F 2(j+1)
2(j−1)
e lx(“n(qju))q
[ e2(j+1) l 1F C
|b| [ 8
(“b(qju))22 q2 h 1F C
|r| [ |c|
(“r(qju))22 q2 (1−h)
[ C 1F emx C
|b| [ 8
(“b(qju))22 q2 h 1F enx C
|r| [ |c|
(“r(qju))22 q2 (1−h)
where
l
q
=
m
2
+
n
2
(1−h).
Therefore,
||“nu||qLq(Yl, l, 0) [C
j
F e lx |“n(qju)|q
[ C C
j
1F emx C
|b| [ 8
(“b(qju))22 q2 h 1F enx C
|r| [ |c|
(“r(qju))22 q2 (1−h)
[ C ||u||qhH8(Ym, m, 0) ||u||
q(1−h)
H|c|(Yn, n, 0)
. L
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